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We are developing a network of service stations
with the support and expertise of TotalEnergies.
Becoming a TotalEnergies dealer offers:
• Power of the iconic TotalEnergies brand
• TotalEnergies’ Excellium branded premium
unleaded and diesel grades
• TotalEnergies Quartz branded lubricants
supplied at exclusive rates
• Transparent and ultra-competitive pricing,
backed by the strength of our refinery
• Fully monitored Wet Stock Management services

• VMI or ‘Push logistics’ service supplied
via our own transport company, Axis Logistics
• Guarantee of Supply following Harvest Energy’s
acquisition of Lindsey Oil Refinery in early 2021
• Flexible credit terms to suit you
• Merchant Services providing access to a T1 polling
facility, credit card POS and market leading rates
• Expert advice from our dedicated UK team

To find out how we can easily help fuel your business contact us today.
+44 (0) 1932 843 354 harvestenergy.com

Market Review
HELP US TO HELP YOU, THE INDEPENDENT
FORECOURT RETAILER, BY SUPPORTING
YOUR TRADE ASSOCIATION NOW

“Together we
are stronger”
GORDON BALMER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

M

embers of the PRA
and CWA – thank
you so much for
your continued support and a
warm welcome to our 2022 Market Review.
Looking at the challenges our industry faces,
the biggest is that of climate change and its
consequences. I don’t think anyone can argue with
the science and the unusual weather we have seen
over the last few years – from heatwaves, to storms
and flash flooding – speaks for itself. It is clear that
something needs to be done.
This needs to be led by Government with
sensible, practical policies that are part of a wellresearched and thought-out strategy. The PRA is
right in the middle of this with our interactions
with the Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy, Department for Transport, nongovernment organisations and the media.
Our members are great at adapting their
businesses for change. However, any investment,
be it in EV chargers or hydrogen refuelling, needs to
have a sensible payback period.
I am optimistic that forecourts still have a big
part to play. The British public don’t like change and
are used to visiting a forecourt not only for fuel but
also for convenience food and services or to wash
their vehicles. Indeed, the recent RAC Report on
Motoring 2021 said that 72% of motorists surveyed
said they would prefer to charge their vehicle at a
forecourt rather than elsewhere.
Therefore, provided we adapt I am convinced
that you will demonstrate the same entrepreneurial
skills you always have and continue to serve the
British motorist as you have done for the last 100
years. The slogan of the PRA is therefore more
relevant now than ever ‘Together we are stronger’.
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Clare
Scawthorn

Brian
Madderson

Ray
Blake

CHANGING
FACES

We say goodbye to Brian Madderson and Ray
Blake, say hello to William Balmer and Clare
Scawthorn, and see Gordon Balmer in a new role

H

ow do you follow an industry
legend? Brian Madderson
has represented independent
forecourts over the last 12 years,
ensuring that the PRA is an opinion
former in the media and that forecourts
are treated fairly by the Government.
During this time, he has worked
tirelessly to recruit members to the
PRA, as ‘together we are stronger’,
ensuring that the PRA continues to
provide more value than the cost of
membership.
The PRA represents your voice,
and we respond to Government
consultations ensuring sensible,
achievable policies can be implemented
on items such as fuel duty, business
rates or the introduction of E10 petrol.
During the time Brian served as our
Chairman, the industry has changed
dramatically from one dominated by
the oil companies and supermarkets,
to a true dealer market. We have seen
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consolidation on an unprecedented
scale, starting with the sale of the
Total company-owned network.
Back then, who would have thought
an independent dealer would be
purchasing a supermarket chain?
Brian has led our team adapting to
change and always keeping members
informed. He is also the ‘go-to man’
for the media on all things fuel. He has
appeared on BBC Breakfast TV, ITN
news, Sky TV and in the press even
being photographed with a couple
of Page 3 girls (in a tabloid fuel duty
campaign).
Brian is also responsible for
absorbing the Car Wash Association
(CWA) as an affiliate to the PRA.
This is an area that he is very
passionate about, as we attempt to
introduce industry-led standards on
an unregulated industry. We have all
read about the scourge of modern day
slavery that exists in many non-

Gordon
Balmer

William
Balmer

▹

“Since moving to Budgens our turnover has doubled,
and our margins have improved.”
Goran Raven, Budgens Abridge

At Budgens our team support you all the way. With our Regional Development Managers, fresh
food team and expert marketing advice your store will be up and running with growing profits
in no time. Which is why in the 2021 Lumina symbol track report Budgens has the highest “likely
to recommend” score of all symbol groups*.
*Lumina Intelligence Wholesaler ratings 2021

Join us now!
call 0808 178 8644 or visit joinbudgens.co.uk

>20
supply locations
nationwide

24/7
service from our
dedicated UK team

500
in-house drivers

Supporting
independent
dealerships
We’re here for you every step of the way.
Combining reliable fuel supply
and best in class customer service.
To find out more contact our local Territory Managers.

020 7404 7700
greenergy.com/independent-retailers

Great brands. Great price. Great service.
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▹

compliant hand car washes. One of
Brian’s many legacies will be to help to
eradicate this stain on society.
As Brian transitions to what we hope
will be a long and happy retirement,
we would like to thank him for his
leadership of the PRA and CWA, his
friendship and counsel over the years.
GORDON STEPS UP
Gordon Balmer really needs no
introduction as he has a long and
distinguished background in the oil
industry, spending most of his career
with BP. In 2010, he left BP and started
his own business specialising in fuel
cards and payments. He worked for
clients on various projects in the UK
and Europe, and his name got around.
So, one day he received an email from
Brian asking him to meet in London –
that was in 2013.
The reason for the contact was to
lobby the Government on fairness on
interchange fees for credit and debit
cards. The PRA, along with other
trade associations, were successful in
achieving a reduction and a few years
later Gordon led a project to reach an
out-of-court settlement with Visa and
MasterCard for the reimbursement
of overcharged interchange fees. He
managed to obtain a large refund for
members who were in the scheme.
Since 2014, Gordon has worked for
the PRA/CWA as commercial manager,
responsible for all the commercial
activities including Petrol Heads-Up,
Market Review, Big Oil and acting
as a deputy for Brian. Says Gordon:
“The work is so varied with no two
days being the same, and I enjoy it
immensely.” Now, Gordon’s days are
going to get a whole lot busier as he
steps into Brian’s shoes and takes on
the role of Executive Director.
WE WELCOME WILLIAM
William Balmer recently joined the
PRA team as Executive Assistant,
after graduating with a Mphys in
Astrophysics. He facilitates the day-today management of information, event
scheduling, the members’ customer
management system and maintenance
of the PRA and CWA websites. His role
has also included writing reports such
as the CWA’s Industry Market Report
2021 and assisting in the latest fuel
crisis in October 2021.

“Gordon has a long and
distinguished background
in the oil industry”

Brian Madderson
and Gordon Balmer
pictured at the PRA
Business Breakout
at the Crowne Plaza
Hotel in Belfast.
Photo courtesy
of https://
forecourtretailer.com/

GOODBYE TO RAY BLAKE...
When Ray Blake joined the PRA as
Technical Manager, he brought a wealth
of experience with him from his years
as a petroleum inspector at Greater
London Council and also his time as
head of the Petroleum Group at the
London Fire Brigade (LFB).
“Ray has been a valued member of
our team, always willing to assist and
it has been brilliant working with him
over the last nearly seven years,” says
Gordon. “Thank you so much for all
your hard work and I wish you a long
and happy retirement.”
Phil Monger, the PRA’s Technical
Director, adds: “Ray has made a
considerable contribution to the
technical work of the PRA and will be
missed by us all. His production of
our training programmes has required
skill and patience, and the safety audit
lists have created a great resource for
members. I had the pleasure of working
with Ray before he joined the PRA and,
in particular, the efforts to remove the
licensing regime for a better and more
flexible approach to safety on forecourts.
Ray’s knowledge and experience will be
missed by us all at the PRA and we wish
him a well-deserved future.”
PRA membership manager Steve

Coombe says: “Ray has provided the
members with advice and help on all
technical matters and we wish him well
for the future.”

...AND HELLO TO CLARE
SCAWTHORN
Clare Scawthorn has been appointed
to the post of Technical Manager to
replace Ray Blake. Clare’s previous
role was as Petroleum and Alternative
Fuels Group Manager within the LFB.
As such, she has been ideally placed to
gain the knowledge and expertise that
will be required as the transition from
fossil fuels to green alternatives gains
pace over the coming years.
Clare was already well known to the
PRA due to her participation in many of
the forums attended by representatives
from both enforcement and industry.
For example, she is the current chair
of the Petroleum Enforcement Liaison
Group and sits on both the National
Council and the Training Committee
of the Association for Petroleum and
Explosives Administration.
Among her diverse duties within the
LFB, Clare has for many years taken
the lead in providing formal advice to
Primary Authority Partners, many of
which are major operators of petrol
filling stations. This has given her
first-hand experience of dealing directly
with high level policy makers within the
downstream fuel industry.
We are sure that members of the
PRA will soon be seeing the benefit
of Clare’s knowledge, experience and
expertise.

www.ukpra.co.uk
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2021:
ANOTHER

CHALLENGING
YEAR

The PRA’s new Executive Director Gordon Balmer takes us
through the highs and lows of 2021

T

he year 2021 started as we left
2020, with the country still in
lockdown. However, we had
started to fight back with the roll out of
a vaccination programme. Unlike many
enterprises, forecourts remained open
for business. During this time the PRA/
CWA were working flat out to protect
members interests.
Highlights of the year included:
JANUARY

PRA welcomes car wash clarity in new
lockdown rules
After successful lobbying by the
PRA and CWA, the Government
announced that automated car washes
(ACW) can stay open, while hand car
washes (HCW) have to close in latest
coronavirus restrictions.
We argued for ACWs’ social
distancing advantages compared
with HCWs.
We continued to petition the
Northern Ireland government for
similar rules to come into effect.
Celebrating excellence at the Forecourt
Trader Awards
The Awards took place virtually on
January 14.
Many PRA members were given
awards such as Best Design and
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Development, Best Community
Engagement and Best Innovation.
Brian Madderson received a Lifetime
Achievement award, with Forecourt
Trader magazine editor, Merril Boulton,
saying that he had become the “face of
the industry”.
FEBRUARY
Car Wash Lockdown success
After months of lobbying, ACWs were
able to operate across all four nations
of the UK.
Wales allowed rollovers, jets and
conveyors for contact-free cleans.
In England, the Department of
Health and Social Care said jet washes
cannot open as they are partly manually
operated, the CWA challenged this.
In Northern Ireland, CWA lobbying
continues, this time to expand the
cleaning of insides of vehicles to
include domestic vehicles.
PRA members battle Beast from the
East 2
The UK sees the lowest temperature
since 1995.
Members close to the area were
contending with 12 inches of snow,
selling coal, sleds, food and other
heating equipment.

MARCH
PRA welcomes Budget measures
Extension of business rates revealed
in Chancellor’s spring budget.
Fuel duty rates remain frozen for
11 years running, with help from PRA
lobbying.
Temporary super deduction to allow
companies to invest in plant and
machinery.
Minister confirms that self-service jet
washes can remain open
Amanda Solloway MP confirmed in
a letter that self-service jet washes can
remain open during lockdown.
Welsh authorities wrongly forced
operations to close at three jet washes.
CWA challenged Anglesey council: CWA
won the case.
APRIL

Lockdown jet wash dismay
Jet wash opening was revised by the
Department of Health and Social Care,
which said they cannot open.
Miscommunication in the
Government led to some jet washes
being forced to shut down.
Three CWA members were hit with
£1,000 fines and were appealing.
Forecourt retailers in strong shape
Easing of coronavirus restrictions
nationwide from April 12.
During lockdown fuel sales dropped
significantly but shop sales rose.
Some companies were expanding
their forecourts with food outlets, such
as Greggs and Subway.
PRA supports #ShopKind
PRA now supports ShopKind
campaign to help essential workers.
USDAW said 90% of workforce had
been verbally abused within the past
nine months, with most stemming
from COVID-19 restrictions.
Fuel sales close to pre-COVID levels.
MAY
Cyber attack fails to spike world fuel
prices
Colonial Pipeline knocked offline

▹

WITH PRECISE ENGINEERING AND
ATTENTION TO DETAIL, THE HELIX
PUMP IS A SOUND INVESTMENT
FOR YEARS TO COME.
PETROASSIST UK IS AN OFFICIAL WAYNE DISTRIBUTOR

Known for the reliability and longevity of Wayne
pumps, the Helix fuel pump is a safe investment for
years to come.

the Wayne Helix pump and our forecourt services.

www.petroassist.uk
1 Dryden Court, Bilston Glen Industrial Estate,
Loanhead EH20 9HT, PHONE 0131 440 5810
uk.sales@petroassist.uk

PROGRESS
A WIDE RANGE OF OPTIONS
FOR YOUR BUSINESS
PROGRESS
1000
ADBLUE

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

AS STANDARD WITH
ALL PETROTEC
MODELS

PROGRESS
3000
PROGRESS
5000

www.petrotec.uk
w petrote
Unit 3, Lantern Commercial Park London Road,
Flamstead - St Albans, AL3 8HG, UK
PHONE 01442 219733 - info@petrotec.co.uk
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▹ by cyber-attack of May 7, which only
resumed operations on May 12.
Eight US states reported fuel
shortages and panic buying as pipeline
carries around 45% of the East Coast’s
supply.
WTI futures spiked to $65.50/bbl, but
worldwide prices were not as affected.
JUNE

Morrisons deal set to shake up
forecourt sector
CD&R expected to make second bid
for Morrisons; they already own MFG
and 900 locations in the UK.
If deal is agreed, Morrisons could
theoretically roll out convenience brand
onto forecourts.
This follows the $6.8bn acquisition
of Asda by the Issa brothers and TDR
Capital.
JULY
Petrol retailers to continue to
encourage wearing of face masks
Face masks no longer mandatory in
shops from July 19.
Many staff and members want to
encourage wearing face masks, as staff
members are at greater risk.
Pingdemic causes supply chain issues
Some PRA members were affected
by supply issues due to staff shortages
caused by the NHS app’s coronavirus
alerts.
1.7 million workers were in selfisolation.
Some forecourts owned by BP
were having to shut down due to staff
shortages, but most supply issues
resolved within a day.
AUGUST
EV push
Seven major companies including
Tesco and BP were pushing for mass
adoption of electric vehicles (EVs).
Government’s report outlined urgent
actions for EV adoption.
UK was falling short due to lack
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of demand at forecourts and lack of
charging infrastructure.
UK’s required EV network would
need eight million on-street charging
points.
September 1 deadline looms for E10
All forecourts required to label E5 or
E10 fuel from September 1.
Some retailers were relabelling
early to meet the deadline, however a
dispute between Trading Standards
and a retailer said that it could be a
CPR offence.
Agreement was reached and a notice
was available on-site.

SEPTEMBER
E10 is now standard grade
E5 still available for older cars and
bikes which cannot use E10.
E10 supports biofuels produced at
bioethanol plants.
PRA calls for Scottish ATM rates reform
PRA signed letter to help protect
access to cash across Scotland, asking
for ATMs to be exempt from separate
assessment for non-domestic rates
purposes.

Chairman Brian Madderson retires
from PRA and CWA
Brian retiring after 12 years of service
at the end of the year.
He re-established the CWA in 2016
and sat on the RMIF board for nine
years.
Gordon Balmer taking over as
Executive Director.
PRA in action as fuel crisis grips UK
27% of retailers reported pumps
were dry.
Deliveries reduced due to low

number of HGV drivers.
Competition law suspended and
5,000 temporary visas issued to
convince workers to drive HGVs.
OCTOBER
Crisis could have been solved quicker,
says PRA
Deliveries prioritising supermarkets
and oil sites forced smaller sites to
remain dry for days on end.
Poll of retailers used by both PRA
and news outlets to see who’s dry.
Problems included: implementation
of visas produced few applicants, backup fleet not fit for purpose, soldiers
brought in too late.
PRA welcomes fuel duty freeze as
prices hit an eight-year high
Fuel duty frozen for another 12
months.
Petrol prices at all-time high, at
142.94p, diesel at 146.5p.
Budget now has extended support
for retail, hospitality and leisure
businesses in England.
NOVEMBER
COP 26 takes place in Scotland
One of the announcements was
about the banning of the sale of ICEpowered HGVs by 2040.

PRA supportive but said “You
cannot legislate your way to inventing
cleaner technologies. Our members
are supportive of the principle of
decarbonisation, but there needs to be
a realistic and well thought-out plan to
support these proposals, including how
refuelling infrastructure will support
alternative fuels such as hydrogen.”

Join the UK’s largest
fuel network.
Becoming a BP Dealer means you’re not only
joining the UK’s largest network of fuel retailers,
you’re entering a collaborative partnership that
works alongside your business needs.
Joining a major oil company that invests in innovation, we can help
future-proof your site and offer flexibility to suit your needs. Becoming
a partner to our extended global network, BP are able to offer you the
best in industry forecourt signage and option to sell the leading
Ultimate premium fuel.
Talk to our dedicated team today to find out how we can help
your fuel retail business.
Fuelling Growth. Powering Business.

Contact us at PartnerWithBP@bp.com
to take your first steps to become a BP Dealer.
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CAMPAIGNING FOR YOU
Working alongside Pepper Public Affairs, the PRA and CWA
continue to lobby the Government and the media on the major
issues affecting our industry

O

ver the course of 2021,
the PRA’s public affairs
programme has been
supported by consultants from Pepper
Public Affairs. Much of the work has
involved developing and maintaining
strong relationships with Government
Ministers, officials and advisers, as well
as Members of Parliament and expert
advisory bodies. Our communications
have focused on promoting the PRA and
CWA’s interests across a range of policy
areas. In addition, we drew on Pepper
Public Affairs’s support in developing
our narrative for the media. Below is a
list of some of the activities Pepper was
involved with during 2021.
THE DOWNSTREAM OIL
RESILIENCE BILL
30/06 – Downstream Oil Resilience
Bill submission letter
This was a comprehensive letter in
response to the Downstream Oil
Resilience Bill detailing the importance
of the downstream oil sector and the
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PRA’s agreement with the measures
suggested by the Government.
In June, the Government consulted
the industry on its draft Downstream
Oil Resilience Bill. With electric vehicles
(EVs) set to replace internal combustion
engines (ICEs) on Britain’s roads over
the next two decades, there is a need to
ensure adequate supplies of fuel all over
the country at all stages of the transition.
The PRA indicated its support in
principle that intervention would be
needed so that drivers could obtain fuel
for their ICE vehicles but, as the The
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
(BEIS) select committee reported in
November, the Government proposals
were vague as to how it would use the
powers that the new legislation would
give it. In November, the PRA wrote to
the Government asking for more clarity,
so that the industry could continue to
invest with confidence in its forecourts.
DECARBONISING TRANSPORT
03/09 – Call for evidence: phase out

of non-zero emission HGVs
This was a response to the consultation
detailing the phasing out of new, nonzero emission HGVs. The PRA proposed
that to incentivise the forecourt sector,
the Government should lower business
rates for operators which have made
or intend to make investments in their
refuelling infrastructure and provide a
roadmap of which locations on the UK’s
road network will require investment.
FORECOURT CRIME
28/09 – Letter to Grant Shapps
A letter to Transport Secretary Grant
Shapps on behalf of Brian Madderson,
voicing the PRA’s displeasure at the
inefficiency exhibited by the DVLA in
addressing forecourt crime and offering
suggestions to improve the department.
UK FUEL RESILIENCE STRATEGY
23/09 – Call for evidence:
resilience strategy
A letter to Government detailing PRA’s
suggestions for policy proposals for a
fuel resilience strategy.
FUEL TAXES/BUSINESS RATES/
FUEL DUTY
01/02 – Budget letter to Rishi Sunak ▹

Saving you money & time
on your energy supplies...
PRA UTILITIES WILL:
Save you time and money by researching the
entire electricity and gas markets on your behalf
Avoid you getting caught on expensive out of
contract rates
Ensure you are not ‘locked in’ to long term high
price contracts
Align multiple supplies to one renewal date to
ease your future administration
Advise on Change of Tenancy, new meter
installations, and supplier objections
Provide access to energy efficiency products
and services

If you would like to discuss your own energy
situation with PRA Utilities then please contact us on:

prautilities@spiral-group.co.uk

DON’T JUST TAK
E OUR WORD FO
R IT...

Applegreen pl
c / Petrogas Gro
up UK Ltd
We began workin
g with PRA Utilitie
s in 2010, and
have called on th
eir services regu
larly since then to
arrange new ener
gy deals for our
business.
During the time
we have worked
together, we have
progressively ac
quired many ne
w sites, and the
team at PRA Utili
ties has been ex
tre
mely helpful to
us in arranging ne
w energy deals
for the sites
as we took them
over.
They offer a full
all round service
that manages
contracts throug
h to implementa
tio
n
with existing
and new supplie
rs. We would be
happy to
recommend thei
r service to othe
r firms.
Peter O’Conno
r @ Petrogas
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▹ A letter to Rishi Sunak asking to extend
business rates relief for eligible retail
outlets until the pandemic is brought
under control.
19/04 – RTFO
consultation submission
This was a response to a Government
consultation amending the Renewable
Transport Fuels Obligation.
10/08 – Responding to Government
consultation on business rates
This was the PRA’s response to the
Government’s consultation on business
rates revaluations.
21/10 – Letter to Rishi Sunak
requesting to freeze fuel duty
A letter from the PRA urging Rishi Sunak
to freeze fuel duty.
FUEL CRISIS
27/09 – Letter to Kwasi Kwarteng
about fuel crisis suggestions
A letter to BEIS Secretary Kwasi
Kwarteng for PRA, detailing policy
suggestions for alleviating the fuel crisis.
27/09 – Notes for media on how
to stop panic buying
A detailed strategy for the PRA in
addressing panic buying in the media,
in an effort to slow it down.
28/09 – Times Red Box and Daily
Express articles about the fuel crisis
A Times Red Box article and a Daily
Express article for the PRA, both
detailing the roots of the fuel crisis and
reassuring the public that it was slowly
coming to an end.
CWA
06/01 – Letter to Rishi Sunak
A letter to the Chancellor from the CWA
about the issues pertaining to noncompliant hand car washes (HCWs) and
recommending that local authorities
conduct checks to ensure that taxpayers’
money doesn’t go into the hands of
organised crime through the business
grant scheme.
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A lot of lobbying
work centred around
issues regarding noncompliant hand car
wash operations

“We drafted a detailed
strategy over panic
buying for the media,
in a bid to slow it down”

A Budget letter to
the Chancellor asked
for an extension to
business rates relief

01/02 – Budget letter to Rishi Sunak
A letter to Rishi Sunak asking to extend
business rates relief for eligible retail
outlets until the pandemic is brought
under control.
23/03 – CWA letters to HMRC,
Border Agency, EA, UK Visas and
Immigration, GLAA, HSE and NCA
Letters to various agencies were
sent out arguing that HCWs should
not be opened due to their potential
to contribute to COVID infections
and non-compliant HCWs flouting
of environmental, employment and
immigration laws.
12/04 – Letter to Amanda Solloway
MP (BEIS Parliamentary Under
Secretary of State)
A letter on behalf of the CWA arguing
that HCWs should not be allowed to
open due to the potential for additional
COVID infections.
12/04 – Letter to Northern Ireland
First Minister Arlene Foster
A letter to Northern Ireland First
Minister Arlene Foster, advising against
the reopening of HCWs.
12/04 – Letter to Home Office
A letter to Priti Patel advising against the
reopening of HCWs.
27/04 – CWA response to the GLAA
A CWA letter to the GLAA stating that
HCWs should remain shut as they are a
COVID risk and unfair competition for
compliant ACWs.
27/04 – CWA response to Michael
Kearney

A CWA letter to Michael Kearney at the
Office for Product and Safety Standards
detailing the need for a crackdown on
non-compliant HCWs.
22/06 – Letter to Tom Tugendhat
and PMQs
A letter to Tom Tugendhat MP,
suggesting questions to be asked of
the Secretaries of State for Health and
BEIS about distinguishing between
ACWs and HCWs.
16/03 – Jet wash guidance to
PRA members
A letter to PRA members stating that
local enforcement authorities were
letting jet washes open.
14/04 – Breakfast series briefing
Breakfast series on Zoom hosted
by Adrian Pepper featuring Gordon
Balmer and Brian Madderson on a
panel including Matthew Taylor CBE
(who served as Interim Director of
Labour Market Enforcement), Tera
Allas CBE (Director of Research and
Economics in McKinsey’s UK and
Ireland Office) and Bim Afolami MP
(Conservative MP for Hitchin and
Harpenden and a Commissioner for
the Financial Inclusion Commission).
Brian asked panellists for their thoughts
on what more could be done to enforce
regulations in the car wash industry and
to address the proliferation of noncompliant HCWs.
COVID
12/01 – Letter to Matt Hancock
A letter on behalf of the PRA to Matt
Hancock, then Secretary of State for
Health and Social Care, detailing the
need for PFS workers to be included
in the definition of shop workers for
phase two of the vaccine prioritisation
programme.
22/07 – Call for evidence: drivers’
hours temporary relaxation response
A letter detailing the PRA’s support for
the relaxation of drivers’ hours on a
temporary basis and the description
of HGV drivers as critical workers,
supporting their exemption from selfisolation requirements if they are double
vaccinated.
25/03 – Press release about
Government confusion
A press release detailing how family
businesses across England and Wales
were given fixed penalty fines following
bungled Government correspondence to
automatic jet wash operators on COVID
regulations.

The big star in fuel.

We understand what dealers need to be successful in the highly competitive fuel industry.
Take a moment to give us a call and find out what the Texaco brand can do for your business.
Our offer includes:









Secure supply of quality fuel from our Pembroke refinery and nine UK terminals
Highly competitive supply agreements
Supreme Unleaded and Supreme Diesel
The UK’s most rewarding fuel loyalty programme
An industry leading delivery service with auto-replenishment available
Wide range of fuel cards accepted including BP and Shell
Dedicated support from your Valero local area manager
The backing of Valero, the world’s largest independent refiner

Contact: 020 7513 3737 customercare@valero.com www.texaco.co.uk
© Valero Energy Ltd 2020. All rights reserved. TEXACO and the STAR T Logo are registered trademarks owned by Chevron Intellectual Property LLC. Used with permission.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

The PRA prides itself on providing its members with the best products and
services to help them run their businesses as efficiently as possible. The
PRA has strong links with the following Associate Members, who provide
excellent services and solutions for our industry

ACCENTURE

Accenture is a leading professional services company
with capabilities in strategy, consulting, digital,
technology and operations.

ASSOCIATE

MEMBERS

FORECOURT EYE

APG CASH DRAWER

Forecourt Eye has developed a viable and proven
solution that delivers high ‘loss recovery’ results and
bottom-line savings to forecourt operators. In addition,
it helps with crime reduction making sites safer for both employees
and customers.

CASHPLUS BANK

Franchisee First is an innovative provider of fuel bonds,
as a simple, cost effective means of meeting a dealer’s
financial security obligation to their wet-stock suppliers.

CBE

GripHero provides the most effortless, easy-to-use and
convenient way possible for keeping hands clean at the
pumps – dispensing recyclable hand-protection directly
from the nozzle.

CHARGEPOINT

Developed for the convenience and fuel forecourt
market by Henderson Technology, EDGEPoS is one
of the only worldwide epos systems that has been
designed by retailers, for retailers.

APG Cash Drawer is a global manufacturer of cash
management solutions, serving a variety of customers
and industries.
Cashplus is a regulated bank which has been providing
financial services for over 15 years. More than 150,000
businesses are already benefiting from its hassle-free
approach to business accounts.
CBE is recognised as one of the leading innovators within
the UK epos market. For more than three decades, it has
been providing innovative software solutions to a wide
range of retailers throughout the country.
Since 2007, ChargePoint has been committed to
making it easy for businesses and drivers to go electric with one of
the largest EV charging networks and a comprehensive portfolio of
charging solutions.

CHRISTIE & CO

Christie & Co is the leading specialist advisor for
buying and selling businesses in the convenience
retail and petrol filling station sectors.

EDGE PETROL

EdgePetrol gives dealers real-time access to their
key metrics all in one place, allowing them to make
informed decisions around volumes, margins, pricing
and procurement to enhance the profitability of their business.

EKW GROUP

EKW Group has over 80 years’ experience in providing
accountancy services to the forecourt sector. Services
range from detailed monthly management accounts, payroll and
auto-enrolment, audit and compliance to tax and consultancy.

ENVEVO

Envevo operates across the UK supporting its
forecourt clients with the design and installation of
grid connections and EV charging infrastructure on their sites.

EUREKA

Eureka is a team of Capital Allowances consultants
with expertise identifying and unlocking hidden tax
relief in commercial properties, that both owners
and their accountants are unaware of and has gone unclaimed.

EUROTANK SERVICE GROUP

Eurotank Service Group is the parent company of
Eurotank Environmental, Eurotank Installations and
Europump Maintenance, which together have the capabilities to
provide all the fuel system services a fuelling facility needs.

EUROPUMP MAINTENANCE

Europump Maintenance takes on everything from pump
and tank gauge maintenance, fuel management systems
support and pump calibration to vapour recovery testing, electrical
testing and general reactive maintenance.
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FRANCHISEE FIRST

GRIPHERO

HENDERSON TECHNOLOGY

HH BUSINESS FINANCE

HH Business Finance is a full-service business finance
company. With over 50 years of experience in offering
finance to UK customers, it prides itself on finding the right solutions.

JACKAMAN INSURANCE SERVICES

Jackaman Insurance Services has expertise in dealing
with the petrol retail industry and has bespoke contracts,
which have been developed for PRA members.

OTI PETROSMART

OTI PetroSmart pioneered EasyFuel Plus – a scalable
automated fuel management, fleet management and
payment solution aimed at ensuring that the right amount of
the right type of fuel is dispensed into the right vehicle.

PETROASSIST UK

Petroassist UK supplies, installs and maintains a broad
range of forecourt equipment including fuel pumps,
payment and control solutions, tank gauges and other
ancillary equipment.

PETROTEC UK

Petrotec UK focuses on the distribution of fuel dispensers,
car wash equipment and fleet management systems,
offering a wide range of flexible and custom-made
solutions.

SAFETYCULTURE

SafetyCulture is a global tech company which helps
businesses to achieve safer and higher quality
workplaces, with innovative audit technology. Its flagship product –
iAuditor – is a mobile inspection platform that simplifies the auditing
process.

SURESITE GROUP

Suresite Group has been in operation for over 25
years and offers a complete business solution for
forecourt operators across risk management, wetstock management,
card services and training.

WINCKWORTH SHERWOOD

Winckworth Sherwood prides itself on providing
market-leading advice across a broad range of sectors.
Clients include national supermarkets and c-stores, oil companies
and several of the Top 50 Independent forecourt retailers.

Have you asked your fuel
supplier about fuel bonds?
Why not?
Does your Wet stock supplier use Fuel Bonds for payment security? If you are
using cash or bank guarantees instead, you are tying up your hard-earned assets.
Franchiseefirst Fuel Bonds are the smart collateral-free alternative. You apply
online, approval is quick and the cost is similar to a bank guarantee.

CASE STUDY 1

CASE STUDY 2

Paul’s Fuel Supplier required him to get a

Aman had £65,000 cash security with

£100,000 bank guarantee. This guarantee also

his Fuel supplier, earning no interest.

needed him to provide £25,000 security and

On purchasing a Fuel Bond he used

a personal guarantee. A Fuel Bond returned

his £65,000 to upgrade his retail

his £25,000 security, stopped the personal

offering. Non-fuel turnover is

guarantee and improved his overdraft and

now significantly up.

credit lines.

Fuel Bonds are currently available to Applegreen,
Harvest Energy and Shell sites throughout the UK
and Europe. So if you are interested in Fuel bonds
but your Fuel supplier doesn’t offer them, ask
them why not.
Contact us on enquiries@franchiseefirst.com

in partnership with

EVENTS
Market Review 2022

FACE TIME

Despite the hurdles, the PRA still managed to deliver events
during 2021 – online and face to face. Steve Coombe reports

W

hen we finished our last
online Business Bulletin
in 2020, on December 2,
the plans for face-to-face events in
2021 looked a lot brighter with the
announcement of a Covid-19 vaccine
rollout programme. However, this
appeared short-lived as another
national lockdown emerged just before
Christmas. The restrictions continued
well into the spring and subsequent
Business Breakouts, Roadshows and
The Forecourt Show scheduled for
the first half of 2021 all had to be
postponed.
Therefore, for the spring and
summer of 2021, the PRA/CWA
continued with the Business Bulletin
facility via Zoom. A total of 10 online
meetings were held, with 21 different
companies presenting to a total of
250-plus delegates. The last Bulletin in
June was an EV Special which included
a presentation from Has-to-be.com,
based in Austria. The whole event
programme was well received by all
who tuned into PRA TV.
The message from PRA/CWA
throughout the year concentrated on
the advice and help we were providing
members during the lockdown:
notably the hard work that the CWA
had done in ensuring wash facilities on
sites remained open, despite robust
claims from Government departments
that they should close. This subject
provoked a lot of interaction from the
attendees, and they all appreciated the
effort provided by the Association.
Once the school holidays had
finished and normality was beginning
to resume, the first tentative steps
of meeting people in the flesh at an
event for the first time in 18 months
started to happen. For us at the PRA/
CWA, the date of September 16 at
Ramside Hall, Durham, will not be
forgotten for some time. This was the
first Business Breakout we had hosted
since March 12, 2020 and was also the
day that the announcement was made
that our Chairman Brian Madderson
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would be retiring at the end of the year.
The perfect opportunity to say a fond
farewell and huge thanks to Mr M for
all his efforts for the past 12 years. It
also gave us the chance to welcome
Gordon Balmer as the new head of
the Association.
Further meetings followed in
October at Newmarket and Belfast.
The fuel crisis was still gripping the
country when we hosted the Business
Breakout at Newmarket Racecourse
within the Suffolk countryside. The
PRA presentation concentrated on the
lobbying activities with Government
to try and alleviate the crisis. We also
highlighted the amount of media
work carried out by Brian, Gordon
and myself. The team’s work was
appreciated by the retailers present.
Not only had the PRA presentations
been well received by delegates
throughout the autumn programme,
but we were also treated to some
barnstorming talks from the sponsors
on the same agenda. Without
doubt, the break from events had
sharpened the presenting skills of
these companies. By the time we got
to the Roadshow at Bradford in early
November, the desire to meet and
network was very much apparent with
an excellent turnout.
Plans are under way for the 2022
programme (see box for dates and

Members were
glad to be back
to face-to-face
meetings

SPECIAL THANKS TO
ALL OUR SPONSORS
THROUGHOUT 2021:
Business Bulletins:
Shell UK
Safety Culture
Forecourt Eye
Comarch
APG Cashdrawer
OTI Petrosmart
EKW Group
Automate
Franchisee First
Has-to-be.com
Business Breakouts:
CBE
Christie & Co
EdgePetrol
Eurotank/Europump
Griphero
Henderson Technology
Jackaman Insurance Services
Petroassist
Spiral Utilities
Winckworth Sherwood LLP
venues below). Obviously these are
subject to change.
Please check the website – www.
ukpra.co.uk – for further details and
updates. Make sure you grab the
opportunity to attend an event in your
area. Importantly, The Forecourt Show
is also planned for the NEC, April 2527 inclusive.

Business Breakouts 2022
March 2
Sandy Park Stadium, Exeter
March 10

Brands Hatch Racetrack, Kent

May 5		

Falkirk Wheel, Falkirk

September 22 Homerton College, Cambridge
September 29 Ramside Hall, Durham
October 6

Leicester Racecourse

November 3

Crowne Plaza, Belfast

November 24 Holiday Inn, Newport
Roadshows 2022
March 31
Cottons Hotel, Knutsford
May 11		

Maldron Hotel, Belfast Airport

September 15

Radstone Hotel, Nr Hamilton

October 20

Westpoint Arena, Exeter

November 10	Cedar Court Hotel, Bradford or
Wakefield

Join Londis today
and watch
your profits
grow

“

- 00% Cost Free model

We have been with
Londis for over
19 years and their
support and expertise
has been invaluable
to us.
I would recommend
them to anyone.

”

- Earn up to 5%
discount*
- Dedicated Forecourt
Development Team

Walter Bryson
David Bryson & Sons, Prestwick
Visit the Londis 360 virtual tour at :
http://360.skyeyeplus.co.uk/files/LondisTriangle/

Call us on 0808 178 8644
or visit joinlondis.co.uk *Terms and Conditions apply.
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At The Forecourt
Show 2022, there
will be dozens of
products and
services on display

IT’S SHOWTIME
The Forecourt Show 2022, the UK’s biggest trade-only event
dedicated to the forecourt and fuel market, will take place
from April 25-27, 2022

T

he Forecourt Show 2022 will
bring together industry experts,
exhibitors and professionals to
showcase the latest innovations and
best practices in forecourt trading.
Exhibitors booked so far include Big
Brother BV, BP Oil UK, Dover Fueling
Solutions UK, Edge Petrol, Electrajet,
Envevo, Eurotank Service Group, Evolve
ODM, Gilbarco Veeder-Root, Greenergy
International, GripHero, Gulf Retail,
Harvest Energy, Jet, Murco, Petroassist
UK, PFS Fueltec & Risbridger, PSD
Codax, TSG, Vars Technology, Volumatic,
and Washtec (UK).
Gerry Welsh, retail marketing manager
at Certas Energy UK, says: “Gulf Retail
is delighted to be able to attend The
Forecourt Show in April 2022 after the
many false starts we’ve had to endure!
I am looking forward and excited to be
able to finally demonstrate the many
new initiatives we have created to drive
dealer business and profitability. The
Forecourt Show is an important platform
for us to engage with new and existing
customers.”
For the store side of operations, there
is the co-located National Convenience
Show, where visitors can catch up with
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the likes of Booker, Mondelez, Muller,
My Coffee Station, Pukka Pies, Rollover
and many more.
RETAILER HUB
At the Retailer Hub, you won’t want to
miss the lively panel discussion hosted
by Forecourt Trader magazine, where
industry experts will discuss pressing
issues such as electric vehicle charging
and property prices.
You also won’t want to miss the
Retailer Hub on Monday April 22 where
you can attend ‘Lessons From The
Pitlane with Formula One manager
Marc Priestley’.
No one understands the power of
teamwork like Marc Priestley. As an F1

Exhibitors for 2022
include BP Oil UK
and Harvest Energy

team manager for McLaren Racing,
he learned how to inspire people to
work together under pressure and keep
drivers in pole position. At the Retailer
Hub, he’ll talk about strengthening
your team whatever your role to keep
everything on-track.
Meanwhile, every day of the show
at 10.30am, grab a breakfast bite and
a coffee ahead of hot-off-the-press
consumer insights from Lumina and
tips for making the most of your time
with us at the show.
With customer sensitivity about
single-use plastics and sustainable
sourcing rising all the time, and further
political action a certainty, what can
small shops do to demonstrate their
ethical and sustainable credentials?
At the ‘Sustainability in Convenience:
What Does the Future Hold?’
presentation, experts will investigate
new legal requirements, you’ll hear
from forward-thinking retailers as they
discuss how COVID-19 may have shifted
their priorities and the experts will talk
packaging challenges and innovations
on the horizon.
Another ‘must attend’ session is
Beyond Food to Go: from Sandwiches to
Foodservice. With the category hit hard
by COVID-19, forecourt convenience
stores are having to look beyond
packaged snacks and sandwiches to
embrace a broader foodservice and onpremise offer.
Hear how to navigate new customer
opportunities and recoup lost category
sales with essential information
including socially distanced in-store
seating, recruiting staff – and much,
much more.
The Forecourt Show runs alongside the
National Convenience Show, Farm Shop
& Deli Show and Food & Drink Expo –
all conveniently located under one roof
at the NEC Birmingham.
Registration and full timetable will be
live soon at www.forecourtshow.co.uk

Fuelcard
Services

Sign up today to access
over

700
service stations nationwide

Phone Us:
Greg Swail:
0044 78 0110 8206
Declan Murphy
00353 83 371 6143
Email:
sales@maxolfuelcards.com
Online:
Register your interest at

maxolfuelcards.com
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TECHNICAL
Market Review 2022
to ensure that this is now included.
Some may have considered storing
AdBlue in the redundant tank and if
so, need to be aware that this will not
only require extensive cleaning, but also
the consideration of lining the tank to
prevent corrosion. This will also include
connecting to a non-corrodible supply
line, as this would otherwise eventually
lead to leaks. The specialised pressure
system for dispensing AdBlue from
an underground supply is likely to be
costly so retailers should consider the
diminishing market. It might be more
cost effective to install an above-ground
tank for storing the product, even if
space is limited.
All tank changes must include
relabelling to prevent error, showing the
type of fuel and maximum capacity.

RED ALERT

PRA Technical Director Phil Monger discusses the changes
regarding red diesel and the options for retailers

T

he Government’s planned
changes to rebated fuel
entitlement will come into force
on April 1, 2022. For many current users
of rebated diesel for mobile generators
and other machinery, the switch to road
diesel will only increase costs and do
nothing to change the environmental
impact – which was the reason given
for the changes.
This move will result in many
retailers withdrawing from the sale of
red diesel and converting the tanks for
storage of other fuels. Removing all
traces of dye from tanks converted to
the storage of white diesel will be costly
and for many will result in the storage
of petroleum spirit as the easier option.
These are the options for newly
redundant tanks:
Switching to store road diesel will
entail a thorough clean to rid all traces
of red dye from the previously stored
product. This will include flushing
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through supply lines as well as the
tanks, as any traces of dye found in
road diesel could lead to prosecution.
Relabelling needs to be done to reflect
the change of fuel stored.
Storing petrol will require a
bottoming of the tank and, in the case
of sites with Stage 1b PVR, an inclusion
of the tank vent into the manifold for
vapour transfer. If not already included
on the storage certificate, it will require
a new certificate to be issued. If the
tank is already included on the storage
certificate, there is no duty to notify the
Petroleum Enforcement Authority. The
PVR permit will need to be renewed to
show the additional tank.
The dispenser nozzle will need to
be changed to dispense petrol, and
tanks, dispensers and vent labels will
need changing to reflect the changed
product. If the tank is below ground
and not included in the wetstock
management system, retailers will need

If tanks that
previously stored
red diesel are now
used to store road
diesel, they must be
correctly prepared

IN WITH E10
After five years of preparation by
an industry working party with the
Department for Transport (DfT), 2021
saw the introduction of a new fuel
grade, E10 petrol. It was a smooth
introduction, made so by the amount
of advance publicity which commenced
in June with radio announcements and
press releases and continued until the
end of September.
The vehicle checker website
simplified the process of determining
if motorists’ vehicles were compatible
and it was widely used. There were
more queries to PRA regarding lawn
mowers and other garden power tools,
than for road vehicles.
E10 has yet to be introduced in
Northern Ireland and this is not
expected until the second quarter
of 2022.
They have the added requirement
of getting approval from the European
Commission as required under the
Brexit agreement. The legislation
makes allowance for those parts of
the UK where blending facilities don’t
currently exist and for a temporary
exemption where facilities fail or where
shortages of ethanol occur. In such
circumstances, the supplier needs
to notify DfT in order to receive a
temporary exemption. Retailers need
to be aware that if petrol is delivered
containing little or no ethanol and is
added to the existing E10, the reduction
in percentage of ethanol in the resulting
mix may increase your risk of phase
separation occurring.

I n novato r s I n R e t a i l
Techno l o gy
Award-winning solutions for the
Retail & Forecourt sectors
• EPoS solutions
• Fuel on self-checkout
• Cloud-based software
• Multi-branch solutions
• Business management solutions
• Mobile applications
• All leading fuel card providers
• All major oil companies
• Integrated price poles

UK:

0800 731 4591
www.cbesoftware.co.uk
info@cbesoftware.co.uk
@CBE_EPoS

Ireland:

0818 373 000
www.cbe.ie
info@cbe.ie
CBE Ltd

CAR WASH
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NET ZERO’S NET EFFECT
Decisions reached at the Glasgow COP 26 meetings will have a direct bearing on the UK
car wash market, says the Car Wash Association’s Alexander Russell

A

ccording to a report in The
Times, under a new scheme
designed to make the UK the
first carbon-neutral financial centre,
listed British companies will be required
by 2023 to set out annual plans to
reduce their reliance on fossil fuels. Their
performance will be measured by the
Financial Conduct Authority, which is
expected to have the power to fine those
who do not produce plans or deliver on
their pledges.
Adding pressure to this measure,
companies are announcing a barrage of
commitments to reach Net Zero by 2050
with the onus being on their biggest
shareholders to hold them to account,
according to the Financial Times.
Climate Action 100+, a coalition of big
investors, recently found that while half
of the world’s largest carbon emitters
had set Net Zero goals, pledges often
failed to cover the full scope of their
emissions. As a result, asset managers
such as Black Rock, with US$9.46 trillion
in assets under management, have
begun voting against laggardly directors.

Even more radical, Sir Chris Hohn, the
founder of The Children’s Investment
Fund, a London-based hedge fund with
US$ 27.1bn under management, has –
somewhat unexpectedly – emerged as
a leading financial backer of Extinction
Rebellion. Hohn reckons that even the
Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero,
which has claimed to have attracted a
‘watershed’ US$130 trillion in financial
pledges, is dragging its feet over ending
‘fossil fuel lending’.
Why does this matter to the car wash
industry, I hear you ask? Well, the holy
grail of climate action will prove to be
managing the transition to Net Zero in
such a way that new jobs and industries
spring up to replace those lost as a
result of the decarbonising process. This
is something the UK is well-placed to
navigate with our strong science base,
which recently manifested itself in the
COVID vaccine success that shows what
we can achieve when our world-leading
researchers collaborate with industry. All
that is needed is more money to be put
into research and development. Make no

mistake however, the path to Net Zero,
on which we have barely embarked, will
be tough. The UK is not about to launch
itself into a shiny, green high-tech future;
politicians’ hot air cannot be turned into
electricity overnight.
The petrol filling station (PFS) and
car wash sectors are going to be directly
affected by this. The advent of EVs
(electric vehicles), still a relatively recent
development, has now developed into
a surge with dramatically accelerating
sales. Growth in the top three car
markets of China, the US and Europe
has increased by 160% in the first half
of 2021 from a year earlier, to 2.6 million
units. This now represents almost 4%
of overall new car sales in the global

“The holy grail of
climate action will prove
to be managing the
transition to Net Zero”
automotive market and in China EV
sales are predicted to reach 12% of the
total in the full year 2021. According to
research firm Canalys, which has many
years of experience in capital markets,
technology, SaaS, corporate finance and
entrepreneurship, this is the latest sign
of a transformation afoot in the global
car business. Since 2015, the global share
of new passenger EVs has increased at
an average of around 50% per year. If this
rapid growth continues, EVs would make
up 50% of all new light-duty vehicles
sales by 2026 and 100% by 2028. As well
as being cheap to run, EVs are becoming
more widely produced, resulting in the
first signs of a drop in price although they
still represent an expensive alternative
to conventional cars with internal
combustion engines.
Other trends that are being forecast to
accompany the EV revolution are changes
to the car ownership and usage habits
of motorists. McKinsey’s “Automotive
▹
Revolution: perspective
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“How can I excite my customers
and also increase turnover”?
Discover the new dimension in
car washing.

Clean Cars? #askWashTec
E-mail: sales@washtec-uk.com | Phone: +44 1371-8788-01
www.washtec-uk.com | www.auwa.de/en

CAR WASH
Market Review 2022
towards 2030: how the convergence
of disruptive technology-driven trends
could transform the auto industry”
concludes that disruptive technologies,
together with emerging markets and
changing consumer preferences around
ownership, will revolutionise how
industry players respond to changing
consumer behaviour. It predicts that
26% – and climbing – of the miles driven
will be ride-sharing and climbing (and
washed after each use), 30% of cars
will be EV by 2030 and rising (with a
need to be recharged) and 9% of new
car sales will be for car sharing by 2030.
Significantly, this new source of demand
for car washing is predicted to stem
from users not wishing to drive ‘pool’
cars that are not clean… i.e. to ride
around in someone else’s unclean and
possibly even unhygienic environment.
According to a 2016 Report by Morgan
Stanley ‘Shared Mobility on the Road of
the Future’, by 2030, cars will drive more
than 19.6 billion miles worldwide, as
compared to 10.2 billion in 2015.
Historically, the main reason for
motorists to visit a PFS has been to buy
fuel. This is now showing early signs of
long-term decline as owners of EVs will
increasingly recharge at home, wherever
possible. As a result, PFS operators have
been turning to methods of generating
new sources of revenue to make up for
this rapidly developing and ultimately
irreversible trend. Diesel sales nosedived
during lockdown last year, from 12,000
litres per day in sampled filling stations
in mid-March to 1,400 litres a month
later, while petrol sales fell from 7,000
to 1,100 litres in the same period. To add
to their woes, UK pump prices reached
historic highs in Q3 2021, added to

▹

which a three-week road fuel scarcity
caused by HGV tanker driver shortages
and panic buying by the public severely
disrupted the business of many PFS.
An unexpected development resulting
from the extensive periods of lockdown
in 2020 has been the rise in convenience
shopping at PFS. This began with
customers wishing to ‘stay local’ during
lockdown and, in some cases, no
longer visiting supermarkets so as to
minimise the risk of contagion. Petrol
retailers have adapted fast to these
changing circumstances by expanding
their convenience shopping facilities,
which enjoyed a new-found growth
during lockdown as customers chose to
patronise local suppliers. The latter have
responded by expanding the choice of
goods and services they offer to include

CALL FOR ACTION
Another of the Car Wash Association’s (CWA’s) concerns is the reclassification
of self-service jet washes as fully automated washing facilities. This is intended
to overturn the view taken by Government in England in January 2021, when it
unexpectedly announced that self-service jet washes had to close under Covid
restrictions, as they were not considered to be fully automated. Despite protracted
efforts by the CWA to reason that if DIY jet washes that are operated by the
customer in separate wash bays, divided from one another by screens, are not
considered to be fully automated, then other fully automated devices present on
PFS such as petrol pumps and air lines should also have been closed down. The
discussion continues as Covid infections remain stubbornly high all over Europe.
In addition, the CWA is also lobbying for regulatory action to be taken against
non-compliant hand car washes, the introduction of a Single Enforcement Body
(SEB) in England to regulate the car wash sector, and to encourage legislative and
financial support for the Responsible Car Wash Scheme (RCWS).
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“Circumstances have
led to a renewal in
confidence in the car
wash business”
fresh meat and vegetables, bakeries
and a range of other services such as
fast food, mail-order ‘click and collect’
facilities, dry cleaning collection and
delivery points.
These circumstances have also
led to a cautiously growing renewal
in confidence in the business of car
washing among petrol retailers, many
of whom are also hand car wash (HCW)
operators, when faced with these
numerous new commercial challenges.
As yet another added revenue –
generating service for customers, there
has also been steadily growing new
investment in automated car washes
as HCWs that had previously migrated
into defunct wash bays on PFS fail to
re-open for lack of staff. Automated car
washes (ACWs) are being reinstated
into the wash bays that had originally
been built for them in the first instance
many years ago. This has been mirrored
by fresh interest in car washing from
new investors, both domestic and
international, seeking to enter the UK
car wash market in both the higher-end
HCW and ACW sectors.
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What retailer do you want to
be this year?
The status quo has changed. The fuel landscape looks very
different now to what it did two years ago.

S

upply is different. EdgePetrol
data tells us September
2021’s panic buying left the
average forecourt just over
15% of capacity (usually closer to
40%). Whilst this issue hit at all at
once (and hit hard), it was brewing
weeks or even months in advance. In
2022, driving proﬁtability through the
supply chain will be more difﬁcult as
reduced ﬂexibility is likely to continue.
Consumer behaviour has also
continued to shift. According to
Linnworks, 46% of consumers will
sacriﬁce cost savings for convenience.
Sure, the price sensitive customer still
exists, but this is a declining part of
the market.
2022 could be a ‘make-or-break’
year for electric cars, which are
expected to outsell diesel. Combined
with working from home habits and
increasingly expensive fuel, volumes
could well reduce next year. Whilst
this means that each litre of petrol
needs to generate more revenue to get
the same results, this isn’t something
beyond the UK’s innovative retailers
who have already prepared for this
scenario in advance.
The bigger players in the market
have changed. It’s yet to be seen what
impact EG Group’s purchase of Asda
and the currently pending acquisition
of Morrisons by CD&R (owners of
behemoth MFG) will have on the
overall market. Two out of four big
supermarket chains could be poised
to change strategy and if they do,
this is going to have a huge knock on
effect on the independent market.
Market consolidation is not
exclusive to the supermarkets though,
with last year’s Forecourt Trader’s
Top 50 Independents showing us that
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the top 10 independent retailers now
own approximately 24% of UK sites,
growth which is almost certainly set
to continue next year.
Whilst the market brings challenges
it also brings opportunities. The
switch from E5 to E10 has been
an area of contention, but it is
bringing beneﬁts to retailers that
offer premium grade unleaded.
Across the EdgePetrol networkmade up of mainly independent
retailers- premium unleaded was
a very stable 10% of monthly sales
up until September 2021 when
E10 was introduced. Following
its introduction, this jumped to
14% in September and whilst this
settled back to 12% in October and
November, there is a clear increase in
the purchase of higher margin grades
that will likely continue in 2022.
In reality, the only certainty is that
nothing is certain, other than the
fact that as an independent retailer,
you have a lot to digest. Preparing
for what’s to come or even what is
happening now can be challenging.
As with any changes in market
dynamics, there will be winners and
losers. In the UK forecourt market,
we can split retailers up into three
categories; Exiters, Existers, and
Excellors.
Exiters are going to choose not
to play, as they will be selling their
sites in 2022. Their focus will be
on getting as much as possible for
their assets and the above challenges
will only concern them until that
transaction completes. Existers are
the likely losers of 2022. Doing the
same when everything around you is
changing will likely not bring the best
results. The big winners will be the

Excellors, retailers who are embracing
the challenge and looking to develop
their business into a winning formula
for this year and beyond.
Excellors won’t be relying on
driving costs down through the
supply chain to optimise their
proﬁtability. They understand that
following the competition is the old
way of pricing fuel and that changing
consumer habits mean they need to
ﬁnd ways other than low fuel prices
to bring them to their sites. They
will have a strong in-store offering,
with footfall powered by social media
communications strategies.
They will review their competition
on a regular basis and understand
that the changes in the market might
mean that last year’s competitor
shouldn’t even be on the radar
anymore. They’ll ask themselves
questions like “Should I really be
following that competitor?” and “Do
my customers really choose between
me and a supermarket?”
Excellors will understand the
advantages they have over larger (and
still growing) competitors. Whilst
they are likely bound by automation

Your competitors know their
blended cost, do you?
Over half of the UK’s top 50 independents are
using EdgePetrol to price their fuel.
edgepetrol.com | +44 203 865 8689

My Replacement cost

REAL cost of fuel
currently in my tanks

98.9ppl

101.4ppl

Advertisement feature

and process, they are focused on
optimisation, using their agility to be
site speciﬁc and giving attention to
detail to key proﬁt drivers that larger
businesses cannot.
In order to achieve this, Excellors
have already moved away from just
using the competition to set their pole
sign price. They now consider volume,
margin and proﬁt alongside or even
before the competition, using realtime data such as live volumes and
blended cost prices provided by the
likes of EdgePetrol to identify, track
and review new pricing strategies.

This shift in pricing policy has
increased fuel proﬁt by over 18% for
some retailers.
More rounded performance data
is also driving the way for retailers.
At the time of writing fuel card sales
across EdgePetrol users make up 17%
of sales on a Monday, but only 14%
on a Friday (over the last six months).
Pole price changes requested on a
Sunday can take a Station Manager
twice as long as requesting a change
on a Wednesday. Friday’s consumers
are most likely to ﬁll up at 3pm
whereas Saturday’s are most likely to

Market Review 2022

do so at 9am. These data points are
making way for new and proﬁtable
pricing techniques and giving
visibility of their impact to Excellors to
make changes before it is too late and
the dreaded end of month accounts
come in.
This year will you be an Exiter, an
Exister or an Excellor?
If you are choosing Excellor, the
opportunities are there for success in
2022. Find out how EdgePetrol can
help you take advantage of them by
reaching out to hello@edgepetrol.com
or visiting edgepetrol.com.
www.ukpra.co.uk
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TAKING RESPONSIBILITY
The CWA’s Alexander Russell updates members on the Responsible Car Wash Scheme

E

ncouraging progress has been
made by the Responsible Car
Wash Scheme (RCWS), a not-forprofit accreditation scheme created to
promote compliance and raise standards
in the car wash industry. The scheme
organisers ran a pilot auditing scheme
during the late spring and summer
months of 2021 that was funded by
the Home Office and supported by the
CWA, to test the effectiveness and value
of introducing licensing for car wash
businesses. The results of the pilot are
now being independently evaluated by
Nottingham Trent University (NTU).
The aim of the RCWS auditing scheme
is to level the playing field for compliant
operators, enabling them to compete on
an equal footing; to educate operators
about regulations and to drive an
improvement in conditions for workers
to protect them from exploitative work
practices; and finally, to protect the
environment and the consumer.
Registration is voluntary for these
trials although Matthew Taylor when
Interim Director at the Office for Labour
Market Enforcement concluded that “all
HCW are endemically non-compliant”
and that the “only way forward was to
have a national licensing scheme”.
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This would be partly self-funding and
administered by Local Authorities. In the
meantime, accredited sites will be able
to display the RCWS logo and will be
promoted to consumers, enforcement
agencies and local authorities. The
scheme in England is backed by
national and Local Government, the
Gangmasters and Labour Abuse
Authority, the Police, the Health and
Safety Executive, HMRC National
Minimum Wage Unit, the Environment
Agency and the Charity Unseen.
An integral part of the scheme is to
raise awareness among consumers
about the consequences of using a noncompliant car wash. The logo branding
on display outside successful applicants’
sites will enable consumers to make an
informed choice by highlighting what
they should look out for when choosing
their service provider. Among the
benefits of gaining accreditation is the
right to display the approval logo thereby
demonstrating to consumers that the
site meets the RCWS Code of Practice.
This in turn will differentiate such sites
from those non-compliant HCWs that do
not meet these standards which in turn
may cause motorists to think carefully
before using a non-accredited site.

RCWS accreditation
gives sites the
right to display the
approval logo

CWA MARKET REPORT
A comprehensive new piece of work has
been commissioned by the CWA that
has involved considerable research in
order to arrive at the first authoritative
UK Market Report into the important car
wash industry.
Until now articles and studies of
the car wash market have been largely
based on observations and estimates.
This report’s justifiable claim to being
authoritative is based on the factual
evidence helpfully provided by the
CWA’s members that renders its content
verifiable and therefore reliable.
These members include the main
equipment manufacturers and
distributors as well as a range of
forecourt retailers, specialist car wash
operators and some of the oil companies
operating automated car washes on their
own forecourts.

“One of the aims of the
RCWS is to level the
playing field for compliant
car wash operators”

OIL MARKET OVERVIEW
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EXPERIAN
CATALIST

MARKET
SUMMARY
REPORT
(Data released November 2021)

H

ere we provide a summary of the data in the latest release of
the Experian Catalist UK database. All data in the following
tables is based on ‘open’ sites (including sites under
development and excluding non-retail sites).

MARKET SHARE BY BRAND

Brands are listed in order of market share for motor fuel volume
sales (see definition below).
Brand*

TESCO
BP
SHELL
ESSO
SAINSBURY’S
MORRISONS
ASDA
TEXACO
CERTAS
ENERGY †
JET
APPLEGREEN
CO-OP † † †
MINOR BRAND
UNBRANDED
MURCO
HARVEST
ENERGY
MAXOL
ESSAR
CIRCLE K
SOLO
GO
GLEANER
STAR
FOOD STORE
THAMES
RIX

TOTAL

Number Average MF
%
%
Effectiveness
of open volume per
Market Outlet
****
sites
site (kl p/a) share MF share
**
***
volume
512
11,347
15.8
6.1
2.59
1,218
4,330
14.4
14.5
0.99
1,122
4,574
13.9
13.4
1.04
1,227
3,770
12.6
14.6
0.86
315
11,773
10.1
3.8
2.69
339
10,476
9.7
4.0
2.39
324
8,678
7.6
3.9
1.96
716
2,485
4.8
8.5
0.57
676

1,250

2.3

8.1

0.28

300
133
109
195
484
175
79

2,462
4,438
4,003
1,297
519
1,191
2,267

2.0
1.6
1.2
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.5

3.6
1.6
1.3
2.3
5.8
2.1
0.9

0.56
1.01
0.91
0.30
0.12
0.27
0.51

99
68
48
64
27
52
31
21
25
19

1,600
1,577
1,656
838
1,569
765
1,148
1,088
666
628

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0

1.2
0.8
0.6
0.8
0.3
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2

0.36
0.36
0.37
0.19
0.35
0.17
0.26
0.25
0.15
0.14

8,378

4,389

NOTE:
†
Certas Energy – Gulf (426), Pace (130), Power (18), Scottish Fuels (21), UK (25), Other
brands (56)
†† Applegreen – includes Welcome Break sites, previously included under Minor Brand
††† Co-op Share Brand is Co-op sites from various societies operating under their own Co-op
branded pole sign (other Co-op dealer sites operating under other fuel brands, eg Texaco,
are shown under that share brand).
*

Brands include sub-brands or subsidiaries as appropriate (identified as Share Brand in the
database).
Open sites column includes all currently operating petrol stations and those sites that are
under development at time of publishing.
*** MF Volume refers to all grades of fuel bought on the forecourt by cars, vans and light
commercial vehicles (petrol, diesel, LPG etc) and is based on Experian Catalist estimates.
This excludes fuel sold to the HGV commercial sector usually through separate facilities
away from the normal forecourt.
**** Effectiveness is Volume Market Share divided by Outlet Market Share.
**
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MOTOR FUEL AND SHOP SALES VOLUMES EXPLAINED
The first Catalist forecourt
database for the UK was created
about 25 years ago and its original
principles are still applicable today.
The basis of the data is from
visiting all the sites across the UK
on a regular basis.
A team of Experian Catalist
surveyors visits some 4,500
forecourts a year and they are
tasked with establishing the
annualised running rate for
both motor fuel volume (petrol
and under-canopy diesel) and

forecourt shop sales for every
forecourt. They collect annualised
running rates rather than actual
historical volumes as this allows
direct comparisons over time,
allows for new sites coming on
stream, and is not complicated
by periods out of the market due
to redevelopment or temporary
closures etc.
These sales volumes are
grossed up to Country and
Brand level on at least a quarterly
basis and are cross-checked to

TOP 4 DEALER GROUPS – SITES BY FUEL BRAND
BP

MOTOR
FUEL LTD

CO-OP ESSO JET SHELL TEXACO OTHER TOTAL

Government-published data and
sent out to all clients for feedback
quarterly.
Under normal circumstances
(ie pre-COVID) the volume/
sales figures would be directly
comparable with the previous
year. However, due to coronavirus,
Experian Catalist’s surveyors
have not been able to physically
visit sites for most of 2020 and
while they have been updating
data via telephone surveying,
they have been careful not to

skew the motor fuel and shop
volumes with the temporary
reduced fuel volumes seen over
the past year or so. We are hopeful
that the volume estimates in the
database will effectively reflect the
market’s “back to normal” trading
conditions.
Our surveyors are now out
visiting sites and the Experian
Catalist published figures for the
annualised fuel and shop volumes
should come back into line over
the next year or so.

MARKET SHARE BY OWNERSHIP

The table below shows how the UK market is divided according to
ownership.
Ownership

265

0

327

66

172

88

3

921

EURO
GARAGES

40

0

252

0

89

1

1

383

RONTEC

64

0

192

0

5

1

0

262

CO-OP
GROUP

0

78

0

2

1

46

0

127

TOTAL

369

78

771

68

267

136

4

1693

Number
Average
%
%
Effectiveness
of open volume per Market share Outlet
sites
site (kl p.a.) MF volume share
COMPANY
1,501
4,825
19.7
17.9
1.10
DEALER
5,372
2,524
36.9
64.1
0.58
HYPERMARKET
1,505
10,614
43.4
18.0
2.42

TOTAL

8,378

4,389

DEFINITIONS: Company: Owned by the supplying oil company whose name appears on the brand
sign. Dealer: An independently owned site usually supplied under an agreement with an oil
company whose name usually appears on the brand sign. Also includes unbranded sites with no oil
company identification. Hypermarket: Owned and operated by the multiple retailers (hypermarket
groups). Also includes sites that may be away from the main hypermarket store but are owned and
branded by the hypermarket; and includes Co-op Stores with Co-op fuel branded forecourts.
Note: All Coop branded sites previously identified as Hypermarket have now been re-classified as
Company Owned.

MARKET DEVELOPMENT BY BRAND

NUMBER OF SITES WITH A SHOP
OR CAR WASH BY BRAND

The table below shows the percentage of sites with a shop and car wash
by brand.
Brand
APPLEGREEN
ASDA
BP
CERTAS ENERGY
CIRCLE K
CO-OP
ESSAR
ESSO
FOOD STORE
GLEANER
GO
HARVEST ENERGY
JET
MAXOL
MINOR BRAND
MORRISONS
MURCO
RIX
SAINSBURY’S
SHELL
SOLO
STAR
TESCO
TEXACO
THAMES
UNBRANDED

TOTAL

36

Number of
open sites
133
324
1,218
676
48
109
68
1,227
21
52
27
79
300
99
195
339
175
19
315
1,122
64
31
512
716
25
484

8,378
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% sites with shop
99
17
100
66
100
98
93
100
100
63
59
92
99
89
55
99
86
42
96
100
83
94
96
99
64
50

% sites with
car wash
38
35
51
27
27
64
25
46
57
42
11
29
60
52
21
90
25
0
65
49
36
39
50
52
48
14

The table below compares the number of open and under development
sites by brand, for the current release of data and the same period last year.
It also shows the change in site numbers for each brand during the last 12
months to give a clearer picture of which brands are expanding and which
brands are reducing their site numbers.
Brand

No. open sites
V3 2020

No. open sites
V3 2021

Difference

APPLEGREEN
ASDA
BP
CERTAS ENERGY
CIRCLE K
CO-OP
ESSAR
ESSO
FOOD STORE
GLEANER
GO
HARVEST ENERGY
JET
MAXOL
MINOR BRAND
MORRISONS
MURCO
RIX
SAINSBURY’S
SHELL
SOLO
STAR
TESCO
TEXACO
THAMES
UNBRANDED

107
325
1,229
690
45
106
72
1,211
27
53
27
89
309
98
208
339
180
20
315
1,086
64
35
509
712
27
497

133
324
1,218
676
48
109
68
1,227
21
52
27
79
300
99
195
339
175
19
315
1,122
64
31
512
716
25
484

TOTAL

8,380

8,378

26
-1
-11
-14
3
3
-4
16
-6
-1
0
-10
-9
1
-13
0
-5
-1
0
36
0
-4
3
4
-2
-13
-2

Discover

Our newest high octane fuel
To find out more about joining our expanding network,
call us on +44 (0)151 350 4003 or email: retail@essaroil.co.uk
essar.co.uk

The new Tempest Jet Wash from Wilcomatic
It turns a black car white

Available to buy or revenue share with snow foam,
hot foam brush and contactless payment

Contact sales@wilcomatic.co.uk
for more information
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COMPARISON OF SHOP SALES IN RELATION TO SHOP AND FUEL SALES

The table below gives average shop sales per annum and average shop size and looks at the relationship between the two. It also
shows average shop sales per annum per thousand litres of fuel sold, which gives an insight into the strength of the relationship
between fuel and shop sales across the various brands.
Brand

Average
shop sales (£’000 p.a.)

Average
shop size (sq m)

Average shop sales/sq metre
shop space

Average shop sales in £/’000
litres fuel sold

APPLEGREEN

635

81

7,876

143

ASDA

535

69

7,702

60

BP

829

106

7,853

191

CERTAS ENERGY

347

53

6,570

223

CIRCLE K

986

109

9,009

595

CO-OP

1,671

178

9,385

417

ESSAR

344

58

5,895

210

ESSO

866

92

9,458

230

FOOD STORE

665

88

7,531

611

GLEANER

178

40

4,397

185

GO

791

131

6,024

477

HARVEST ENERGY

412

52

7,992

179

JET

403

58

6,984

163

MAXOL

834

101

8,294

502

MINOR BRAND

316

56

5,633

268

MORRISONS

407

41

10,033

39

MURCO

331

54

6,148

257

RIX

185

29

6,435

202

SAINSBURY’S

592

67

8,777

49

SHELL

640

79

8,087

140

SOLO

432

58

7,458

505

STAR

759

75

10,126

646

TESCO

503

47

10,763

44

TEXACO

622

80

7,729

250

THAMES

144

29

5,033

162

UNBRANDED

210

42

5,042

295

FURTHER
INFORMATION
For an explanation of these figures or if you require
any further information, please contact:
JAMES HAIGH
Business Consultant – UK and Ireland
Experian Catalist
Mob: +44 (0) 777 914 0937
Email: james.haigh@experian.com
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ENERGY TRANSITION
Market Review 2022

A NEW
APPROACH

Accenture’s Rushad Chinoy discusses how in a fast-changing
environment, fuel retailers need new approaches

A

s everyone in the fuel retailing
industry is aware, big changes
are taking place at very high
speed. In fact, the whole concept of
mobility is being transformed. In 2020,
significant restrictions on individual
travel arose due to COVID-19 while, in
2021, supply chain disruptions led to
severe if short-term fuel shortages.
As a result, we have seen significant,
immediate changes in consumer
behaviour, highlighted by a shift toward
a hybrid way of working. In a recent
Accenture study1, a majority of workers
(83%) identified the hybrid work model
as their ideal way forward. According to
the UK Petroleum Industry Association
(UKPIA), demand for oil products fell
by 23.4% in 2020. And, following the
fuel shortages of September 2021,
enquiries related to electric cars
increased dramatically, with Google
searches spiking by 1,600% on
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September 24 alone2.
Longer-term trends point to even
more change. The electrification of
motor transport is accelerating, with
the number of battery electric and
plug-in hybrid vehicles on UK roads
increasing by 411% between 2017 to
the present. Battery-powered electric
vehicles (EVs) accounted for more
than one in 10 (10.7%) of new car UK
registrations in June 21, according
to figures from the Society of Motor
Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT).
Globally, EV sales are expected
to be more than half of all sales by
20403, reflecting various government
initiatives and changing consumer
preferences.
Clearly, the proliferation of EVs has
major implications for fuel retailers.
The distributed nature of EV charging
means that customers need to charge
from many places, including their

homes. Retailers will need to develop
new strategies – quickly – to keep
up with massive transformation
in personal and commercial
transportation. The forecourt needs to
become a destination for customers,
not an add-on, with companies
establishing the right relationships
with third-party retailers and suppliers
to enable this. Similarly, companies
should be exploring connecting offers
to cars through partnerships with
original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs).
BIGGER PICTURE
Fuel retailers’ concerns mirror those
of other retailers worldwide. Our
research indicates that retailers are
dealing not only with a massive shift to
online purchasing but also with rapidly
changing customer expectations and
behaviour. It is not yet clear, for example,
whether changes in commuting patterns
brought on by the pandemic will
become permanent, thereby affecting
how customers travel and shop.
Similarly, customer expectations
are evolving, and customers now seek
experiences that are entertaining,
informative and enjoyable. They
expect a degree of personalisation and
localisation, but also that businesses will
respect their privacy and protect their
▹
personal data.

Forecourt Insurance
Are you adequately covered?

Would you like a free
Insurance policy check?


We also specialise in Forecourt Contractors Liability
and have General Petro related Insurance policies available



40 years Commercial Insurance experience



We also specialise in tailor made policies for our
clients as one size does not ﬁt all
Either call the team on 01474 557427,
or email your contact details on

www.jackamaninsurance.co.uk
- click our Petrochem button

“

There are many Forecourt owners who may not
have the right cover in place, or have not searched
the market for the widest cover available.
We have established tailored policies which give
wide cover at competitive prices.

Jackaman Insurance Services/Haztrade Select is a trade name of Jackaman Ins Services Ltd who are authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority – reference number 791528

ENERGY TRANSITION
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▹ DIFFERENT OPTIONS
Fuel retailers need to look at the market
they address and make some key
decisions about their purpose outside
of fueling needs, which will dictate how
they operate in the future. The ultimate
objective is to focus on customer needs,
not vehicles, and to be able to quickly
change and serve the local community
based on changing landscapes and
rapidly evolving consumer needs.
In the new landscape, stations will be
selling non-fuel retail (NFR) products
with energy as a side product, in
contrast with today’s focus on selling
fuels with NFR products on the side.
There are multiple possible approaches,
none of them mutually exclusive, but
all based on building the foundations –
including strong data capabilities and
a clear version of what the company’s
purpose is outside of providing fuel –
needed to enable the pivot into different
market offerings.
Possible approaches include:
Investing in charging facilities
and attracting customers who will be
spending more time waiting for their
vehicles to charge. Instead of spending
five minutes filling up and perhaps
grabbing a cup of coffee, customers will
be waiting up to 20 minutes or more
at the forecourt site to ‘top off’ their
charges. This creates an opening for new
kinds of experiences and offers.
Harvesting previous investments
and focusing on fuels and other sales.
Fuels are still a big market (large
commercial vehicles have more time
to convert to zero-emission mode)
and customers are spending more on
NFR products. Royal Dutch Shell, for
example, reported that basket sizes in its
stores had increased by 15% year-to-date
in September 2020.
Looking for opportunities
elsewhere. Fuel retailers often occupy
valuable real estate that can be
dedicated to other activities, such
as fresh foods and groceries, ‘dark’
kitchens that provide only pick-up and
delivery, or full-service restaurants.
Whatever the strategic approach
taken, fuel retailers will still have to solve
three problems:
1 Addressing the energy transition.
Retailers need a handle on how quickly
the shift from fuels to electricity will take
place and what that means for current
operations. Is it better, for example, to
take a ‘hybrid’ approach that combines
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fuel pumps and high-speed charging
stations, or is it time to move to an
all-EV forecourt? If the decision is made
to add charging options, then it is
important to determine what constitutes
state of the art in charging stations.
2 Hyperlocalisation – localising offers
and services. If the retailer offers EV
‘top-off’ charging for long periods, then
what products and services should be
available to the customer? The retailer
should look at new revenue streams
such as ‘click and collect’ for groceries or
kerbside pick-up for pre-ordered items.
The experience for customers willing to
wait for long periods can include fresh
and/or hot food and beverages, or an instore café with seating. On long-distance
motorways, local offerings could include
rest pods and gyms, while stations in
urban areas could offer working and
collaboration areas with wi-fi service and
other amenities so that customers could
be productive as their vehicles are being
charged.

“The challenges may
seem overwhelming...
success lies in a series of
well thought-out actions”
3 Attracting customers (and re-thinking
the customer experience). A strong
foundation in data, analytics and
marketing is essential for understanding
customers and determining what
new offers and services will keep
them coming back. Other areas for
exploration include loyalty and incentive
programmes (including identification of
new partners for shared awards) and the
use of gamification and personal offers.
NEXT STEPS
The challenges may seem overwhelming
but, as with any big problem, success
lies in a series of well thought-out
actions. The first step is to develop
foundational strategies and identify
elements to unlock current and
future value.
If that strategy includes charging
stations, then the next step is to
establish the alliances and make
the investments needed for the
charging offering, making sure the
charging process is simple and easy

to understand and that the benefits
to the customer are clear. Even if an
all-fuels strategy is selected, stations
need better connectivity with the site
and with customers through digital
technologies such as cloud enablement.
The digital/data foundation helps collect
and analyse input from customers to
develop a solid understanding of what
customers want and expect.
The next step might be a review of
the current alliance landscape to fill in
the missing pieces. Should the station
operator partner with a grocery chain
for pick-up offerings? Are there partners
who can provide upgraded offerings in
areas such as coffee service or takeaway
foods? Are there offerings with local
relevance? Is there a niche market
for tune-ups, oil changes and other
mechanical and repair services?
Finally, any shift in strategy also
calls for a review of HR strategy. The
fuel station operator should review the
current HR approach and make sure
that existing skills match up with new
roles and future initiatives.
CHANGE CAN BE GOOD
Clearly, the shift to EVs will change the
way fuel retailers do business. The shift
to a charging station format with “‘while
you wait’” food and beverage or other
offerings may not be right for every fuel
retailing operator in every location.
Organisations need to think
hard about what space they want
to occupy and how they want to get
there. However, we see significant
opportunities for players who pick a
workable model and then take the
right steps to execute against a welldefined plan.

Sources:
1) Accenture, The Future of Work

https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/PDF-155/Accenture-FutureOf-Work-Global-Report.pdf#zoom=40
2) https://thedriven.io/2021/09/29/uk-electric-vehicle-inquiriesspike-as-fuel-crisis-deepens/

3) CNN https://edition.cnn.com/2019/05/15/business/electric-caroutlook-bloomberg/index.html

Rushad Chinoy
•a principal
director for Accenture’s
Energy business
Rushad has extensive experience
working with global fuels and
convenience retailing clients. He is
part of the leadership team within
Accenture’s Global Fuels Retail
consulting practice and has a passion for
innovation and digital disruption within
the industry.
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HYDROGEN: A FAST
ZERO EMISSION
SOLUTION
Zak Southwood, Media Co-ordinator at Riversimple, talks us
through the company’s plans for a hydrogen revolution

D

uring the 26th United Nations
Conference of Parties (COP 26)
one theme remained strong
throughout. It is time to transition, move
away from subsidising fossil fuels and
replace them with renewably-sourced
energy. This is not news in the UK,
where the Government has legislated
to ban the sale of new petrol and diesel
cars after 2030. Low Emission Zones are
already appearing in cities around the UK
and social pressure seems to be rising
with huge movements appearing on
social media
In terms of powering transport, the
focus, until fairly recently, has been
entirely on battery electric vehicles
(BEVs). Although we are reminded
frequently that sales are increasing
rapidly, despite being on sale for almost
a decade, BEVs only accounted for 7.2%
of new car sales in 2021. The public
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appears reluctant to switch to BEVs.
They seem to be waiting and hoping for
something better. If they can put it off for
long enough, maybe something better
will come along?
HYDROGEN STRATEGY
In August, the UK Government
published its hydrogen strategy,
committing to investment in
hydrogen technology and production
infrastructure. The potential for
hydrogen as a fuel for transport
to replace petrol and diesel on the
forecourt is promising. Hydrogen
refuelling is extremely similar to
conventional refuelling – customers
arrive and use a pump to dispense
hydrogen into their vehicles. Unlike a
BEV where recharging will take 20-plus
minutes, a customer can refill in under
five minutes.

Riversimple says
the potential for
hydrogen as a
fuel for transport
to replace petrol
and diesel on
forecourts is
promising

In our view, customers deserve a
choice of a zero emission car that
doesn’t rely on batteries. Battery cars
for medium-to-long range vehicles
may never be affordable to the majority
of car users, as 80% of the cost of
batteries is in the raw materials and
for those without the ability to charge
at home, or who cannot afford the
downtime required for charging during
the day, hydrogen provides a viable zero
emission alternative.
There is however a conundrum
that presents itself to both retailers
and customers. Current hydrogen
infrastructure is sparse, meaning
hydrogen car sales are very low, and
because hydrogen car sales are low,
retailers seem reluctant to make the
investment into hydrogen infrastructure.
This is a notion we all know as ‘chicken
and egg’. The Government is suggesting
that HGVs are a logical first step in
creating demand and proposing depot
refuelling, but this does not resolve the
chicken and egg conundrum and is likely
to be limited in its uptake. For hydrogenpowered HGVs to be produced in
the volumes required to make them
affordable, a national refuelling network
will be required to make long distance
travel viable. Cars, on the other hand,
only require local hydrogen provision in
the first instance, with a phased rollout
model across the retail network in
parallel with the cars.
LOCAL REFUELLING
As a sustainable hydrogen car
manufacturer, Riversimple is focusing
on an approach that concentrates
demand for local hydrogen refuelling.
Our first car is designed to be a local car
for short-to-medium journeys in
and around the local area.
With the push for zero emission
vehicles becoming ever more
prominent, we are working with the
Office for Zero Emission Vehicles to
promote the needs for more hydrogen
infrastructure funding to be made
available by the UK Government.
While BEV technology will satisfy
some needs, customers will need a
choice if the shift to zero emissions is
to happen. Maintaining independence
and freedom of movement is vital and
hydrogen has an important role to play.
We look forward to seeing hydrogen
pumps appearing on more forecourts,
alongside battery recharging stands.
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PETROL STATIONS
AS MOBILITY HUBS
Adam Hart, Senior Director Utility & Infrastructure Partnerships at
ChargePoint, talks us through the opportunities for forecourts

T

he UK currently has around
8,400 petrol stations. But there
were almost 18,000 in the early
1990s. And in the 1960s, the count was
about 40,000. The trend is clear and the
conclusion inevitable: petrol stations
in the shape and form we know them
will be virtually redundant in years to
come. ‘Charging units, not pumps’ are
the watchwords, and the smart advice
is to be making the switch already. But
that said, this is a move that needs to be
thought through.
Even in 2019, industry commentators
were already writing that ‘the petroleum
age looks to be nearing its end.’ Now,
two years on, any doubt has gone

– and action is imperative. Future
mobility will be strongly driven by
factors like the growing public and
political importance of environmental
protection, tax benefits, carbon emission
reduction regulations and, not least,
the growing eMobility market itself.

“The future for petrol
stations will be as
varied as the number of
ways we get around”

Soon, the number of registered vehicles
running purely on battery power
across Europe will hit the one million
mark – and perhaps even surpass it.
All this means only one thing for petrol
station operators: future demand for a
comprehensive charging infrastructure
will be so great that existing petrol
stations will have to meet it.
NUMEROUS POSSIBILITIES...BUT
THE CORE MESSAGE IS CLEAR
“The future for petrol stations will be
as varied as the number of ways we
get around,” reads the 2022 Mobility
Report published by the German Future
Institute (Zukunftsinstitut). The report
sketches out four possible scenarios of
how that future might look. In one of
them, the ‘Petrol Station 2.0’, located in
rural areas or on the edges of cities, will
have only the occasional charge point.
After all, internal combustion technology
will co-exist with innovative drive
systems for a long time to come – until
the switch to complete electrification is
complete, long after any ban on new

Soon the number of vehicles
running purely on electric
power in Europe will hit the
one million mark
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combustion vehicles comes into force.
Another scenario sees petrol stations
as ‘mobility hubs’ offering a variety
of mobility services in their role as
busy junctions. Apart from being able
to charge, EV drivers also expect the
full range of additional services to be
available while they wait for charging
to complete – everything from freshly
prepared food to groceries to lockers
where they can pick up online orders.
This will allow them to make good use
of their charging time.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR PETROL
STATION OPERATORS
But what are the opportunities for petrol
station operators? Most important is
the chance to position the business
as sustainable, modern and visionary.
Apart from that, any services involving
synergies with the existing core trio of
shop/bistro, refuelling/charging and
vehicle services are a major opportunity
for anyone running a petrol station.
Flexible opening times or on-site staff,
which are typical features of petrol
stations, are a further plus in this
context. Petrol stations are in a position
to play to their three big strengths at
the point of sale: their locations, their
established brands and the high visibility
of those brands. Then there’s the
existing customer body, which is already
a large one thanks to existing services
and products for fleets, such as fuel
cards. And it’s relatively easy to integrate
these customers, for example by adding
charging cards to your product portfolio.
WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES?
Along with the opportunities, however,

ChargePoint Express points

petrol station operators also have
challenges to overcome when they
expand or switch to EV charging. A few
considerations in this regard:
A considered rollout strategy is
important. And investments in the
infrastructure should also be planned in
line with current demand and dropping
technology prices.
Operating the infrastructure must
be cost-efficient and profitable on both a
small and a large scale.
The limited availability of existing
grid capacity must be considered –
contact with energy providers should be
made well in advance.
A workable IT system integration
must be considered.
Give some thought to the

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
With the mobility revolution comes major change for petrol
stations. ‘Energy hubs’ – mobility centres able to offer customers a
wide variety of services – are emerging as a focal point. Refuelling/
charging is just one of these services. In future, people won’t
necessarily need petrol stations in order to keep moving. Petrol
station operators need to clearly grasp this – and react quickly. How
does a move into EV charging work? What will future eDrivers expect
from petrol stations? And what are the opportunities for petrol
station operators? The EV Charging for Petrol Stations Executive
Summary, published by has·to·be gmbh, part of ChargePoint, offers
the answers to these questions and many more.
ChargePoint, including has.to.be, is proud to be an Associate
member of the PRA. For any further information on how ChargePoint
can assist in your journey to electrification please contact Shida
Bassiti at shida.bassiti@chargepoint.com

The electrification
of fleet vehicles will
further change the
fuelling landscape

LINK TO OUR
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
DOWNLOAD:
via QR code or at https://
has-to-be.com/en/
downloads/executivesummary/ev-charging-gasstations/

compatibility of both hardware and
software. The right open software offers
all the functionality petrol stations need
for efficient infrastructure management
over a wide geographic region
covering multiple countries. These
include automated billing processes,
compatibility with third-party systems
and flexible adaptations to any existing
charging station model.
Last but not least: build up your
knowledge and expertise in the EV
charging arena. External knowhow can
also be helpful here. A step-by-step
market entry, involving various test
runs, is a worthwhile option before
restructuring your entire network.
One certainty is this: future mobility
is already here. Expanding the petrol
station business model is no longer just
‘nice to have’ but fundamental to the
long-term survival of the entire petrol
station network.
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READY, SET, GO...

Paul Sewell, Managing Director of MUA Property Services,
talks us through plans for revaluations

F

ollowing the disruption of the
past 18 months, the Chancellor
has confirmed that the 2023
Revaluation in England will go ahead,
and that Revaluations thereafter will be
at three-yearly intervals.
We have received unsubstantiated
promises of regular Revaluations in
the past, yet the current valuations
will be eight years out of date when
the Revaluation takes place, as the
Antecedent Valuation Date (AVD) is two
years prior to the new List taking effect.
England, Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland are now all aligned on 2023,
but Scotland has an April 1, 2022 AVD
and Northern Ireland an October 1,
2021 AVD, whereas England and Wales
have the traditional two-year gap from
April 1, 2021. Although the Chancellor is
refinancing the VOA (Valuation Office
Agency) to the tune of £500 million,
hopefully fixing their inflexible IT
systems, it is still reckoned not feasible
to reduce the time lag on the AVD from
two years.
Work on a Revaluation always starts
a long time before it actually happens
on both sides of the fence, and
representatives of the industry bodies,
PRA, UKPIA and the superstores, have
been working with the VOA to produce
an agreed Scheme of Valuation.

Agreement of this methodology
simplifies the process and can lock in
concessions from the VOA in return
for securing certainty. However, while
the Scheme provides a framework, it
does not mean the resultant valuations
will be correct. During the life of a
List, MUA average approximately one
successful appeal per petrol station
of either ‘day one’ Compiled List or
Material Change types.
Unit prices applied to petrol stations
for 2023 will be rising modestly on a
couple of income streams. Assumed
fuel margin at the average volume,
average price point will rise from 3.5ppl
for 2017 to 4ppl for 2023. Using a
typical 1:2 value ratio between fuel and
shop, this will increase assessments by
around 4-5%.
The only other increase is that the
shop ceiling value increases for those
shops trading over £2m turnover. All
things being equal, no site should go
up by more than 10%, with the likely
ceiling for most being at about 6%.
I mention the equality assumption,
as the main determinant of where
assessments will end up overall, in
terms of decrease or increase, will be
the change in trading levels between
the previous 2015 AVD and the new
AVD rather than the application of

2023 unit prices. This will be where
the individual site aspect comes into
consideration and whether any Material
Changes, both on- and off-site, are
properly reflected.
COVID will be reflected for 2023
by a downwards adjustment to prepandemic volumes, as the Government
has pledged to reflect its effects for
2023, despite legislating to have
COVID CCA (Check Challenge Appeals)
barred from consideration as Material
Changes in the 2017 List on a purely
cost basis.
Other news from the Budget is that
the 2022/23 multiplier or UBR is once
again frozen at 51.2p in the pound for
large properties and 49.9p for small
(defined as being below £51,000
Rateable Value).

“The PRA has been
working with the VOA
on revaluations”
Retail Discount also applies for
2022/23, providing a 50% discount for
eligible properties. It is thought that
the general rule of the discount only
applying to properties under £51k will
be reinstated for 2022/23 (having been
abandoned during COVID), but we
still await the Government’s definition
of eligibility at time of writing. In any
event, each company or group will be
limited to an aggregate discount of
£110,000 across all sites.
A number of changes are to be made
from 2023. Exemptions for property
improvements, green initiatives and
retrofits are promised, subject to a
technical consultation. There will also
be changes to the CCA appeal rules,
the more draconian of which will be
held back until the 2026 Revaluation.
However, 2023 changes will include
a “Duty to Inform” the VOA of any
property changes, which, in the case
of annual trade-based valuations as on
petrol stations, may take the form of
an Annual Return. Regulatory changes
will also be barred from consideration
as post-April 1, 2023 Material Changes,
negating reductions for factors such as
lockdowns or low emissions zones.
are chartered surveyors, acting on behalf
•of MUA
over 1,500 petrol stations. The company’s
details can be found on the PRA website, in the
Members’ section.
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Build - Brand - Repair
Forecourt structures; design,
installation, maintenance
and full repair service

TM

Global-MSI

Tel: 01302 361558

LEGAL SPECIALISTS
TO THE PETROL RETAILERS

Solicitors

There are many factors that help make your business a success. One of these is getting good quality legal support.
The advice you need will range across the whole of your operation - from what to do about your property, to
handling licence applications.
Winckworth Sherwood’s lawyers have vast experience in the petrol forecourt and convenience sectors. Whether you
operate a single store or a chain of outlets, we can help you with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Property acquisitions/disposals
Occupational leases/licences
Company share acquisitions/disposals
Guidance on commercial contracts
Alcohol licence applications
Late night refreshment licence applications
Advice on franchise/dealer agreements
Support with employment contracts and disputes
Managing dispute resolution
Electric vehicle recharging apparatus contracts

For further information, please contact Robert Botkai,
Head of Commercial Real Estate and Licensing:
T. 020 7593 5004 | E. rbotkai@wslaw.co.uk
www.wslaw.co.uk
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BIG
DECISIONS
As 2030 (and the Road to Zero)
looms, Steve Rodell, Managing
Director – Retail, Christie & Co, looks
at the options for petrol retailers

C

OVID-19 continued to
significantly shape business
values and transactional activity
across the forecourt and convenience
retail sectors in 2021. Following a
prolonged period of bumper trading
for many operators, we are seeing the
highest levels of buyer demand for
assets in many years.
Two deals dominated the headlines
in 2021. TDR Capital-backed EG Group
received Competition and Markets
Authority (CMA) approval for the
acquisition of Asda. The cost to EG was
the sacrifice of 27 good quality sites to
satisfy the CMA, which identified unfair
competition in 44 EG locations. The
beneficiary was Park Garage Group,
which won the race to acquire the sites,
catapulting them to become the fifth
largest independent fuel retailer. Later
in the year MFG owner, CD&R won the
race to acquire Morrisons in a reported
£7.1bn deal – also the subject of a CMA
investigation.
This activity underpinned the strength
of demand for petrol filling stations
(PFS), despite the Government pushing
ahead with its 2030 Road to Zero
campaign. Over the year we’ve garnered
a wide range of views on this topic
and reflect here on what fuel retailers,
Christie & Co’s
Steve Rodell

suppliers and industry bodies are saying
about what this means for PFS.
I remain of the view we are still
a good couple of years away from a
meaningful uptake of pure electric
vehicles (EVs). Although the new cars
being offered by manufacturers look
good and drive well, the reality is that
for most they remain cost prohibitive,
for many they will remain impractical
and, for those travelling regular long
distances, a reliable and widespread
rapid-charging network is key.
There is a significant weight of desire
and capital waiting to be deployed by
investors and developers in building
such a network. However, this will
not, in my opinion, involve significant
numbers of existing PFS. “Project
Rapid” is being promoted by the
National Grid but at least one of its
representatives has said that suitable
facilities will only be financially and
practically viable where there is a high
voltage power supply available close
by – generally within two kilometres.
The UK network of transient sites are
in the wrong location relative to power,
so charging at home, on the street or at
the place of work or leisure seems far
more likely.
Tech-savvy EV drivers will simply
default to the nearest rapid charging
facility their chosen app takes them
to, which is likely to be an EV charging

“On the whole, PFS are
in good locations and
will continue to have
real estate value”
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facility, hotel, restaurant, retail
park, supermarket or anywhere else
convenient that has installed rapid
chargers and where they can ‘grab and
go’ or dwell comfortably.
The lucky few petrol retailers who
happen to be close enough to such
a high voltage power supply (and be
able to tap into it at a reasonable cost)
should indeed investigate the viability of
being part of the revolution. However,
they will need to have enough land to
create multiple rapid charging bays, be
close to or on the trunk road network
and able to make a financial case to
deploy the capital expenditure.
So, retailers must ask themselves
whether they are capable of being part
of this future rapid charging network,
and if not, they will need to make a
big decision over the long-term future
of their business. Either commit to
significantly changing the emphasis
of profit towards non-fuel retail or
consider exiting the business.
On the whole, PFS are in convenient
locations and, as such, will continue
to have some level of real estate value.
What that is will depend on profitability,
alternative use values and the pool of
hypothetical buyers at any given time.
The immediate future suggests a
high-quality convenience offer with
food services and maybe even car
washing would be a sensible direction
to head. Alternatively, an exit from the
business while there remains significant
demand for PFS should be explored if
circumstances dictate.
My money would be on hydrogen.
Significant investment is being made
into powering ships, trains and industry
with it, so by 2040 hydrogen powered
personal transportation might become
a credible, affordable alternative.

WHERE’S THE TIPPING POINT
FOR YOUR BUSINESS?

WITH THE LOOMING 2030 ROAD
TO ZERO GOVERNMENT DEADLINE,
KNOW YOUR OPTIONS TO NAVIGATE
THE FUTURE OF ROADSIDE RETAIL.
T: 0330 159 6130
E: retail@christie.com

christie.com/retail
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LEGAL
UPDATE
While Covid has rightly taken the
limelight during 2021, there are a
number of legal issues that members
should be aware of from the last 12
months, as well as developments
to look forward to in 2022. Motor
Industry Legal Services (MILS)
takes us through them
EMPLOYEE, A SELF-EMPLOYED
CONTRACTOR, OR A WORKER?
In what can be seen as yet further
disruption to the ‘gig economy,’ the
Supreme Court has decided that the
claimants in the Uber case (Uber
& Ors v Aslam & Ors [2021 UKSC])
are ‘workers,’ not self-employed
contractors.
This has significant implications for
any business that utilises significant
numbers of self-employed contractors
or freelancers. With between 10,00020,000 hand car washes in the UK,
proprietors who engage those to do the
work as freelancers may need to review
the working relationship to ensure
that it is truly one of self-employment.
Where self-employed contractors or
freelancers are deemed in fact to be
workers, then this will have significant
financial implications including an
entitlement to the national minimum
wage, paid holiday, statutory rest
breaks, protection from discrimination
and protection for whistle-blowers.
NATASHA’S LAW
From October 1, 2021, any food sold
that is prepared on site and pre-packed
for direct sale (PPDS) is required to be
labelled with the name of the food and a
full ingredients list.
Examples of PPDS foods include:
Sandwiches, wraps and rolls made
and packed on site before being ordered
Bakery products packed on site
before being ordered
Salads, rotisserie chicken, pasta
pots and other similar products
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prepared and packed on site. The label
must include the name of the food and
an ingredients list, with any allergenic
ingredients emphasised.
Detailed guidance on allergens and
how to refer to them is available at
www.food.gov.uk.
LOOKING FORWARD
While employment law, particularly, has
been dominated by COVID, we expect
this to take more of a back seat in 2022.
Here are some of the things to look out
for:
Gender Pay Gap Reporting
Since 2017, employers with 250 or
more employees have been obligated
to publish an annual report containing
data on their gender pay gap. Due
to the pandemic, enforcement of the
reporting deadline for 2021 for both
public and private sector organisations
was extended by six months to October
5, 2021. In 2022, deadlines are expected
to revert to the normal time scales,
which for private sector employers is
April 4, 2022, with a snapshot date of
April 5, 2021
Carer’s leave
In September 2021, the Government
published plans to legislate an

“As a PRA member you
have access to experts
who specialise in issues
affecting forecourts”

entitlement to carer’s leave for
employees as a ‘day one’ right.
Employees with long-term caring
responsibilities are expected to be
entitled to one week of unpaid leave per
year, up to a maximum of five weeks.
The leave can be taken to provide care,
or arrange care, for a person with a
long-term care need, such as an illness
or injury or issues relating to old age.
Employees will be required to give notice
that is at least twice the length of the
time requested as leave, plus one day.
Neonatal leave and pay
The Government has confirmed
its intention to introduce statutory
neonatal leave and pay for parents of
babies requiring neonatal care.
Parents will have the right to take
an additional week of leave for every
week their baby is in neonatal care, up
to a maximum of 12 weeks. It is likely
that the leave will have to be taken in a
continuous block of one or more weeks.
IN CONCLUSION
As a PRA member you have access to
industry experts who specialise in issues
affecting the petrol retail industry. Should
you find you need help, contact us for
assistance on 01788 538 399.

• Motor Industry Legal Services (MILS)
provides fully comprehensive legal
advice and representation to UK motor
retailers for one annual fee. It is the only
law firm in the UK which specialises in
motor law and motor trade law. MILS
currently advises over 1,000 individual
businesses within the sector as well as
the Retail Motor Industry Federation
(RMI) and its members.

Keeping your fuel flowing

Eurotank Service Group – your
trusted partner for all forecourt and
fuelling system needs nationwide

Why choose us?
“Europump’s personal pride in
limiting downtime and being
able to offer a one-shop cover to
include tank and pipe work as well
is of massive benefit.”
Tony Head, Development Director,
Highway Stops Retail
“Efficient service backed
up by excellent customer
communications.” Kevin Collins,
Head of Facilities, Central Co-op

Call: 01782 969939

Our people
Our systems
Our technology
“Eurotank is an experienced
forecourt specialist who provides
a tailored, personal service at
competitive prices.”
Oli Lodge, MD, Rusdene Services

Email: info@eurotank.co.uk

“Eurotank can complete tank,
pipework and pump maintenance
under one umbrella, which saves
time managing suppliers. We also
receive excellent customer care
and service.” Chelva Chelvam,
Owner, Grove Retail
“Europump is our trusted service
partner for pumps and
tank gauges.”
Adrian Grimes, CEO, Applegreen

Website: eurotank.co.uk
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FORECOURTS FIND FAVOUR
Blonnie Whist, Insight Director at Lumina Intelligence, talks us
through the opportunities for forecourt retailers

A

ccording to data sourced from
Lumina Intelligence Grocery
Data Index, the number of
forecourt sites with a shop totalled 7,508
for the full year 2020. The argument
that these forecourts are increasingly
functioning as standalone convenience
stores had been gaining traction even
before the COVID-19 pandemic hit.
Fast forward to multiple lockdowns,
Government advice to shop locally
and the nosedive in fuel sales, and the
focus on forecourt shop performance
intensifies as new customers and
missions emerge in the channel.
Successful forecourts have long been
innovating in areas such as food-to-go to
compete, but pandemic-lasting legacies
have unlocked new trends to tap into, for
example food to ‘go home’.
The Lumina Intelligence Forecourt
Report 2021 found that during the 16
weeks ending March 7, 2021, fewer than
one in 10 shoppers visited forecourts
on a fuel mission, highlighting the
declining importance of this mission.
Instead, food to go represents a key
mission opportunity as the proportion of
shoppers on this mission in forecourts
over-indexes by +60% compared to
the convenience average. Food-to-go
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has undergone an expansion into
food to ‘go home’ in response to the
uptake in working from home and the
suburban migration trend. With 76%
of consumers expecting to work from
home at least two days a week in the
future, forecourts which target this
home worker with heat-at-home options
will gain a competitive edge.
Locational strategy will further help
forecourts maximise the opportunity
created by the suburban migration trend
as Lumina findings show that forecourt
shoppers in village locations are just as
likely to be on a food-to-go mission as
city centre shoppers. They over-index
on food to go purchased between 6pm8pm, creating an opportunity to target
dinner-to-go occasions in village stores.
Lumina data similarly highlights
that forecourts are an ideal test bed for
activation as forecourt shoppers are
more likely to purchase price-marked
packs (PMPs), purchase on impulse or
purchase products on promotion. Future
innovation here should target drinks-togo and bakery, which are key categories
central to promotional purchasing.
Cross promoting with coffee kiosks will
drive both food-to-go and experience-led
needs, the latter has become even more

important after 18 months of pent up
demand for experiences.
The race to mainstream electric
vehicles (EVs) by 2030 will have a
notable impact on the convenience
function of forecourts, not least because
dwell time will be increased. New EV
charging solutions are launching to help
smoothe the transition to electric for
forecourt operators, such as the UK’s
first all-electric car charging forecourt
in Braintree, Essex. Electric forecourts
have a strong sustainability element
not limited to charging points. In
Spain, forecourts are going greener
through sustainable services such as
car wash specialist Istobal’s claim to be
the first manufacturer to develop zero
water disposal in its car washes due
to its biological recycler. Investing in
sustainable practices is important for
forecourts as over three-quarters (79%)
of forecourt shoppers align with an
environment-led set of values.

“Attention must now
turn to how forecourts
can retain the new
shoppers they gained
during the pandemic”
Heat-at-home meals
target the work-fromhome trend

While the pandemic might have
made forecourts more favourable for
shoppers, now attention must turn
to how forecourts can retain the new
convenience shoppers they have gained.
Pricing will clearly be a factor here. The
Lumina Intelligence Forecourt Report
2020 found that shoppers expect to
pay a 20% premium in forecourts. At
a time when disposable incomes are
squeezed and with greater uncertainty
about the future, shoppers are likely to
become more value-orientated postpandemic. It will become even more
important for forecourts to manage the
pricing message through PMPs, price
checking and promotions, which will
help promote positive price perception
and will play an important part in driving
shopper loyalty in the channel.
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• Fast, secure and reliable card
processing solutions

• Realtime wetstock management technology
for accurate fuel monitoring

• Chip & PIN, online and contactless

• Save time and money with advanced tools
to prevent undetected leaks

• Bespoke payment solutions at
extremely competitive prices
• 5* Platinum Trusted Service Provider feefo
rating for exceptional customer service

• Bespoke services include live pump and tank
usage, a dual-install data collection device
and an in-house alerts system

He lth &
ety
t ining olution
T ining

• Expert health & safety training courses
that are tailored to your business needs
• Online and in-person courses
• Designed to help you maintain
compliance with your health & safety
commitments

Achieve nd
int in
he lth &
ety co pli nce
S ety

• Suresite has over 25 years experience in
helping fuel forecourts and retailers with
their health & safety commitments
• We take the stress out of meeting your
licensing requirements by providing
regular advice and support on your
health & safety commitments

customerservice@suresite.co.uk | 01772 790901 | u e ite.co.uk
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URSA
DELIVERS
Darren Briggs, Managing Director of
Ascona Group, talks us through the
launch of URSA – his e-commerce
solution

A

scona Group was initially looking
for a portal to sell products and
services online at the beginning
of national restrictions for COVID-19.
A number of solutions were looked
into, both off the shelf and full bespoke
systems. A decision was made to go
with a solution that offered seamless
e-commerce payment options as well as
being flexible enough to work with the
products and services we offered.
While a truly bespoke system would
have been preferable, we needed a
service that could be used very quickly
and had a small time frame for set up
and commissioning. This would mean
that we could add all the bells and
whistles in as the service was being used.
Speed was of the essence.
The system chosen was relatively
simple to set up – with options for
images of the products, descriptions,
ingredients and allergen warnings as well
as multiple price points/offers based
upon basket total (e.g. free delivery on
orders over £35) as well as the more
traditional reductions for multiple buys
(e.g. ‘Buy 3, get 1 free’) and simplistic
offers (e.g. ‘5% off’ or ‘save 25p’).
The trading name of URSA.life was
secured and we quickly realised that
the platform offered alternative options
for both click & collect as well as click
& deliver services. These were utilised
and we quickly saw an influx of orders
at all launched sites – Green Garage,
Crossways and Pelcomb service stations,
which went head to head with local
offerings from supermarkets – the
difference being that we could offer
same-day delivery services.
The system allows us to direct market
customers with follow-up requests
for reviews as well as targeting them
for future promotions. This, again, is
integrated with standard available tools
such as Mailchimp. We’ve seen some
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positive returns by keeping in contact
with customers and following up with
mailings, which has led to repeat and
multiple sales and is now part of the core
marketing mix.
URSA was then utilised for our Fish
Bar franchises at our Pelcomb and Green
Garage outlets. The simplistic design,
combined with the no fuss payment
solution encouraged both initial and
repeat orders via the system. Marketing
was ramped up on both the groceries
and hot food offering.
Moving forward, we’re looking at
tighter integration with our till systems
for stock control and real time price
changes as well as creating a master

Ascona’s Green
Garage site in
Pembroke was one of
the first to offer the
URSA.life service

images resource for product and
labels. As a then Live system, product
availability at the store can be monitored
and marketing more tuned and targeted.
As more and more consumers shop
online and with shopping habits moving
towards mobile transactions, URSA
provides the independent retailer with a
state-of-the-art online presence and the
ability to offer same day delivery and/or
click & collect. Using economies of scale,
we are driving down the operational
online fulfilment costs for all URSA store
members.
Our goal is to achieve a 1,000 store
network of independent URSA retailers
in the next 12 months.

Works with
facemasks
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A REAL SHOWSTOPPER
Exelby Services’ redeveloped A19 North site was the winner of
Forecourt Trader of the Year 2021

S

uch is the quality of so many
petrol filling stations nowadays, it
can be hard to stand out from the
crowd. However, that’s just what Exelby
Services did with its A19 North site, so
much so that it walked away with the
Forecourt Trader of the Year Award 2021.
As the Great British Bake-Off judges
would say, it’s a real ‘showstopper’ –
from its smart Shell-branded forecourt
to its steel-topped shop exterior and
there’s even a full-size Formula 1 Ferrari
inside. What is more, the extensive
redevelopment was achieved during
the height of COVID-19 and the various
lockdowns.
Exelby Services has owned the A19
North site since the 1960s so it was
due some attention. The company’s
managing director Rob Exelby says
that with the site, which re-opened
in November 2020, he wanted to do

something completely different.
He explains that the company sees
itself as an ambassador for the Shell
brand, so he thought to himself that
you can’t get anything better than the
affiliation of Shell and Ferrari Formula
1. The bright red car is on the ceiling of
the store and is therefore a real talking
point. However, there is much more to
the site than eye-catching gimmicks.
Outside, Tokheim T-Media pumps
show customers who are refuelling all
the refreshment options and facilities
they can expect to find in-store. This
helps them make decisions before they
have even set foot inside the shop and
so speeds up their shopping mission.
The exterior of the Londis-branded
store is modern and smart thanks
to a mix of glass and Corten “rusty”
steel. Inside, the shop has a modern
feel with wide aisles to make browsing

The use of Corten
steel on the Londisbranded shop is an
homage to the historic
Teesside steelworks
just up the road from
the site
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easy. Plus there is everything you would
expect from a 21st century forecourt
convenience store, including an
extensive food-to-go range. The Stone
Willy’s Kitchen offer is extremely popular
so popular in fact that the site is taking
£3,000 a week from the combined Stone
Willy’s and Country Choice offer. Also
available are Rollover hot dogs, F’Real
milkshakes and Skwishee slush drinks.
However, it’s no good having an
amazing site without amazing staff
too and Rob reports that his staff’s
customer service levels consistently
appear among the top scorers of Shell’s
‘People Make The Difference Real’
scheme, which is designed to encourage
best-in-class customer service
The A19 site also includes a truck
stop which caters for thousands of HGV
customers a week with the only fully
secure truck park on the A19, complete
with showers and welfare facilities.
Exelby Services has made good use of
some spare land next to the truck stop,
where it has planted over 100 trees to
offset its carbon emissions. It is also
planning to install solar PV in an attempt
to make the site fully carbon neutral or
even carbon negative.
As for Rob’s big award win, he
says he is delighted that a relatively
small company with just five sites
was recognised, especially with all the
competition in the forecourt market: “It
was a bit of a shock to win the big prize,
but it’s amazing to be recognised.”

GOODBYE TO BRIAN
Brian Madderson tribute

THANK
YOU AND
GOODBYE
Brian Madderson has been the face
of the PRA for the past 12 years. He
has done a sterling job, going above
and beyond for our members, time
and again. Here we celebrate his
time at the PRA in pictures

MEMBERS (AND BRIAN
MADDERSON) RECOGNISED
BY SECRETARY OF STATE FOR
TRANSPORT, GRANT SHAPPS
The Rt Hon Grant Shapps, Secretary of State
for Transport, has been in close contact with
the Petrol Retailers Association in what has
been a tumultuous year. As 2021 drew to a
close, the Minister wrote:
“It has been an incredibly tough couple
of years for petrol retailers across the
UK. Despite the slump in fuel sales from
the start of the pandemic, you kept the
nation moving, and provided a lifeline
for key workers, emergency services, and
commercial transport. In doing so, you
played a critical role in preventing the
wider spread of the virus and saving lives...
As you can probably imagine, my
department and I have a close relationship
with many trade associations across
the transport sector, but the support,
intelligence and advice provided by the
Petrol Retailers’ Association throughout
the crisis was particularly invaluable...
I wish Brian a long and happy
retirement and thank him for his huge
contribution to the industry over many
decades.”

Go with Gulf today
Partnering with you to grow your business

Call 0345 456 6300
Visit gulfoil.co.uk/forecourts

